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ABSTRACT

An Examination of Open- and Closed-Economic Conditions in Operant Research

by

Craig R. Loftin, Doctor of Philosophy

Utah State University, 1989

Major Professor: Dr. Carl D. Cheney
Department: Psychology

The effect of economic condition on the relation between responding and overall rate of reinforcement has been an area of recent interest in operant research. The present research was conducted to determine whether the manipulation of the economic condition, by the systematic manipulation of the provision of substitute food, has an effect on this relation and whether open- and closed-economies represent two opposing alternatives or two parametric extremes along a continuum. The results of two experiments conducted with pigeons using variable-interval and fixed-ratio schedules of reinforcement suggest that the manipulation of economic condition has a controlling effect on the relation between responding and overall rate of reinforcement, that open- and closed- economies are likely to represent points along a continuum rather than all-or-none conditions, and that the differences in the response-to- reinforcement relation between open- and closed-economies are likely due to an interaction of incentive and regulatory effects. Additionally, specific methodological considerations for further research in this area are suggested.

(130 pages)
CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION

During its brief history, the field of behavior analysis has made considerable progress in producing many findings of scientific importance that are reliable and general and which have made significant contributions to the development of a science of behavior (see Honig & Staddon, 1977; Lattal & Harzem, 1984).

These advances have set the occasion for extending research in the field in additional directions, and recent research suggests that there are many opportunities to integrate other areas of knowledge into the science that are of interest to the behavior analyst. Such an integration may strengthen both the science of behavior and the area of knowledge that is integrated (Lattal & Harzem, 1984).

One such direction, which has received little attention and requires a great deal of additional research, is in the area of behavioral economics. Behavioral economics involves the integration of knowledge from the field of economics into the science of behavior (Hursh, 1984). Over a decade ago, Kagel and Winkler (1972) suggested that there were many ways that the fields of behavior analysis and economics could be enhanced through cooperative research. Hursh (1984) suggested that for such cooperative efforts to be productive, it is necessary to examine behavioral research methodology in terms of open- and closed-economies. Traditionally, the general methodology of the experimental behavior analyst has involved food-depriving an animal to some predetermined and arbitrary weight below the animal's free-feeding
weight. The animal is then placed in an apparatus that restricts its environment. Thus, the stimuli presented to the animal and its opportunities to respond are under the control of the experimenter. Through the experimenter's manipulations, the animal is provided the opportunity to feed by responding to presented conditions. The length of the session and the amount of food consumed by the subject, both during the experimental session and at other times, are controlled by the experimenter. Frequently, the length of the session prohibits the animal from consuming an amount of food that is necessary for it to maintain the predetermined state of deprivation and must therefore be provided with intersession substitute food. Throughout the experiment, the animal is never restored to its free-feeding weight (Collier, Hirsch & Kanarek, 1977).

In behavioral economic terms, this general methodological approach represents subjects working in an open-economy (Hursh, 1980). In such an arrangement, the subject is held at a fixed body weight and given supplemental, or substitute, feedings to keep food intake constant, independent of the subject's interaction with the schedules in effect during experimental sessions. Such an arrangement is distinguished from a closed-economy (Hursh, 1980), in which the subject's total daily consumption of food is entirely dependent on its own responding in interaction with the schedules in effect during the experimental sessions. In a closed-economy experiment, no substitute food is provided the subject, and the animal is neither food-deprived nor is its weight artificially maintained prior to or during the experiment.
The importance of this distinction lies not in the methodological difference between the two economic conditions but rather in the differences in responding that have been obtained in experiments employing the distinct conditions. It has been reported that in open-economies overall response rate decreases as overall rate of reinforcement decreases, while in closed-economies overall response rate increases as overall rate of reinforcement decreases (Hursh, 1978, 1980, 1984).

In the experimental analysis of behavior there has been a nearly exclusive reliance on the open-economy method in an effort to establish an unbiased experimental setting; that is, one which neutralizes species-specific and extraneous environmental influences over behavior. Consequently, the attention of the behavior analyst has been directed in clear and specific directions, which has produced many principles that are scientifically important, reliable, and general. Nonetheless, as much as responding in open-economies is said to differ from that in closed-economies, it is necessary to take into consideration the role played by this heretofore little-investigated aspect of environmental control of behavior.

It is unlikely that a more complete understanding of responding within the context of a closed-economy would invalidate the principles derived from open-economy research. Principles such as reinforcement, shaping, and punishment, among others, are likely to operate in much the same way in either economic context. However, improved understanding will broaden the general experimental methodology in behavioral research and likely strengthen the science. Inasmuch as research findings prove
to be empirically valid and unique when compared to established behavioral principles and concepts, they will contribute to the formulation of a general theory of behavior (Sidman, 1960). Such could be the case with investigations into closed-economy behavior.

**Statement of the Problem**

While the distinction between the use of open- and closed-economy research is being made with increasing frequency, there still remain critical questions, the answers to which will allow a more thorough understanding of the control that this manipulation (open- vs. closed-economy) has on behavior. To date, all but one (S.R. Hursh, personal communication, December 12, 1987) of the studies that have investigated responding under these two conditions have treated them as two alternatives, rather than as opposing extremes on a continuum. As such, no one has identified the critical component of the economic condition that accounts for the reported difference in responding: from a direct relationship between overall response rate and overall rate of reinforcement in an open-economy to an inverse relationship between these factors in a closed-economy (Catania & Reynolds, 1968; Hursh, 1980, 1984).

The purpose of this research was to determine whether a shift from an indirect relation between overall response rate and overall rate of reinforcement in an open-economy to a direct relation between these factors in a closed-economy could be obtained by manipulating the amount of substitute food provided to the subject. Further, by manipulating the amount of substitute food, it would be
possible to determine whether open- and closed-economies represent two opposing alternatives or two extremes of a continuum.

Specifically, the research was conducted to answer the following questions:

1. In a closed-economy, in which total daily food consumption is dependent on responding on presented variable interval schedules of reinforcement, what is the relation between overall response rate and overall rate of reinforcement?

2. In an open-economy, in which response-independent, between-session substitute food is provided to the subject by the experimenter, what is the relation between overall response rate and overall rate of reinforcement on variable interval schedules of reinforcement?

3. Given that there is an inverse relation in a closed-economy and a direct relation in an open-economy between overall response rate and overall rate of reinforcement, do these two economic conditions represent opposing alternatives, or are they two extremes along a continuum?
CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE

The distinction between an open- and a closed-economy is an important one. Studies conducted over the years have produced data that, when compared, illustrate critical differences in responding between subjects exposed to the same or similar contingencies of reinforcement but within the context of these differing economic conditions (Collier, Hirsch, & Hamlin, 1972; Felton & Lyon, 1966; Findley, 1959; Hursh, 1978, 1980, 1984, S. R. Hursh, personal communication, December 12, 1987; Lea & Roper, 1977; Logan, 1964; Lucas, 1981). Furthermore, the distinction is playing an increasingly important role in the integration of the fields of microeconomics and the experimental analysis of behavior (S. R. Hursh, personal communication, December 12, 1987). In this review of the literature, the area of behavioral economics will be introduced, and the distinction between open- and closed-economic conditions, as well as the evidence in support of this distinction will be examined. Finally, alternative views regarding the distinction will be presented.

Behavioral Economics

Although Skinner noted the parallel between ratio schedules of reinforcement in the operant laboratory and the economic principles of price-rate wages and commission selling as early as 1953 (Skinner, 1953), it has only been over the last decade that the traditional insularity between the fields of economics and behavior analysis has
begun to fade. Economists have begun to enter the laboratory to conduct experiments with limited numbers of subjects, both human and nonhuman, in controlled environments. Likewise, behavior analysts have begun to incorporate economic principles into their experimental design and into the analysis of experimental results (Green & Kagel, 1987). Interest and activity in the area has recently become so active that the Society for the Advancement of Behavioral Economics (SABE) has been formed. The fourth annual conference of this society was held in June, 1988, at San Diego State University (Roger Frantz, personal communication, June 18, 1988).

The value of the integration of research findings of the fields of behavior analysis and economics is presented most recently, and perhaps most clearly, by Hursh (1984). In this conceptual article, Hursh discusses the validity and utility of economic concepts, such as demand elasticity, commodity substitutability, and complementarity, among others, in the interpretation of the results of behavior analytic experiments. It is worthwhile to briefly introduce these concepts here in order to illustrate the need to more closely examine the open-/closed-economy issue from the behavioral economic perspective.

According to economic theory, the demand for a commodity is affected by its price (Hoag & Hoag, 1986). If the consumption of a commodity is reduced due to small increases in the price of that commodity, the demand for the commodity is said to be elastic. Conversely, if increases in the price of the commodity have little effect on the consumption of the commodity the demand for that commodity is said to be inelastic (Hoag & Hoag, 1986). A typical example of a
commodity the consumption of which is inelastic is food. Despite even large increases in the price of essential food items, consumption levels generally remain the same. On the other hand, luxury items (items nonessential to survival) are typically affected by small increases in price. That is, as the price increases, consumption of these commodities decreases. Thus, the demand for these luxury commodities is considered elastic.

Commodity consumption is also affected by the substitutability and/or the complementarity of alternative commodities (Hoag & Hoag, 1986). Commodities are said to be substitutable when they are functionally equivalent, such as in the case of food available from two sources. Foods available from Source 1 can be substituted with foods available from Source 2. Commodities are said to be complementary when the consumption of one affects the consumption of the other. Record players and records are complementary commodities. When consumption of record players increases, consumption of records also increases. In the case of research conducted with pigeons, food and water would be considered complementary commodities: as food consumption increases, so does the consumption of water (Zeigler, 1976). These economic concepts, substitutability/complementarity and elastic/inelastic, may interact. Thus, in the case of complementary-elastic commodities, as the price for one increases and demand for it decreases, demand for the other commodity would also decrease. Increases in the price of record players will decrease demand for both record players and records. In the case of substitutable-inelastic commodities, as the price of a commodity from Source 1 increases consumption of the commodity from
Source 2, where there has been no price increase, would increase. Of course, this is a simplification of the economic model. There are many economic principles that are involved in commodity consumption. However, this level of analysis suffices for the present need to establish the value of these economic principles to the behavior analyst.

Hursh (1978) demonstrated the utility of integrating these economic concepts in the analysis of behavior. In a simple choice experiment with monkeys in a closed-economy, food and water were made available for responding on a three-lever concurrent schedule. Two schedules were held constant at variable interval (VI) 60 s, one providing single pellets of food and the other providing single squirts of water. The third lever provided identical pellets of food as those delivered for responses on lever 1, but for responding on VI schedules, the mean values of which varied from 30 s to 480 s. The results of the experiment were said to illustrate the substitutability and complementarity of commodities. As the VI value on the third lever increased, responding on that lever decreased and responding on the first lever increased. That is, as the price of food (inter-reinforcement-interval [IRI]) from Source 2 increased, responding for food from Source 1 increased. In fact, nearly perfect matching (Herrnstein, 1961) was obtained.

This is a basic demonstration of the consistency of the economic concept of substitutability of inelastic commodities with the behavioral principle of matching. While this consistency permits an integration of the products of the two sciences, neither is necessary to the other.
That is, either concept independently predicts these experimental results.

In the case of responding for water in this same experiment, Hursh (1978) found that as responding under the constant food schedule (VI60 s) increased, responding on the constant water schedule (VI60 s) decreased. That is, at the lower VI schedule values on the variable VI food-reinforced lever, reinforcement was more frequent than at the VI60 s schedule in effect on the constant VI60 s food-reinforced lever. At higher reinforcement rates, more food was obtained, and thus more water was required. Conversely, when the rate of reinforcement dropped as the subjects increasingly responded under the constant VI60 s condition, less food was obtained, and responding for water decreased. These results are predicted by the economic concept of commodity complementarity. However, the behavioral concept of matching would have predicted matching, because reinforcers were equally available for responses on either response key. Food and water were both available on VI60 s schedules and the matching relation would, therefore, predict responses to be distributed equally on the two keys. Matching was not obtained, however. Rather, counter matching (Rachlin, Green, Kagel, & Battalio, 1976) was. It is suggested that this discrepancy is due to the fact that matching theory does not account for the nature of the reinforcers utilized. Integrating the economic concept of complementarity into this behavior analysis assists in clarifying why counter matching was obtained in this instance. This demonstrates the value to the experimental analysis of behavior of the integration of economic concepts.
This and other laboratory experiments with non-human subjects have been conducted in an attempt to create situations that are analogous to human ones and that permit an examination of economic principles. It is possible to examine income and commodity price interactions, for example, by using behavioral methodologies. By establishing a procedure in which animals have only a fixed number of responses available per session (income), the effects of changes in price (schedules) of reinforcers can be studied as a function of the demand for the reinforcer (deprivation).

One such experiment was conducted by Elsmore, Fletcher, Conrad, and Sodetz (1980). Baboons were given a choice between food and heroin infusion. Under experimental conditions that were typical in that there was no constraint on the number of responses that could occur in a session, neither food nor heroin choices were very dramatically affected by price, responding on an FR requirement. Then the procedure was changed. The baboons were given a fixed income of responses per day that could be allocated either for the purchase of heroin or for the purchase of food. At this point the differential demand for the two reinforcers was noticeable. When both commodities were inexpensive (low FR requirements for both), the baboons chose each of them roughly equally, distributing responses nearly equally between the two response keys. As the cost increased (FR requirements were increased for both), demand for heroin dropped while demand for food stayed constant. Food demand was inelastic while heroin demand was elastic, a difference that could only be revealed when the animals' income was controlled by the experimenter.
These and other economic concepts have been utilized in operant research with humans (Battalio, Kagel, Winkler, & Winett, 1979; Fischer, Winkler, Krasner, Kagel, Battalio, & Bassmann, 1978a; Fischer, Winkler, Krasner, Kagel, Battalio, & Bassmann, 1978b; Schroeder & Barrera, 1976; Winkler, 1970, 1971, 1973). These studies were conducted using token economies.

As examples, Winkler (1971, 1973) conducted studies at a state institution for psychiatric clients in Australia. Similarities were demonstrated between token economies and national economies in terms of income acquisition and its expenditure, the use of credit and savings, stock of savings, and the percentage of income spent on luxuries as compared to essential goods in terms of demand elasticity. A token economy experiment conducted in a sheltered workshop by Schroeder and Barrera (1976) produced results similar to those obtained by Winkler regarding demand elasticity.

Winkler (1980) suggested that the results of these studies indicate that economic principles can predict behavior in token economies and that behavior in token economies may be useful in generating economic principles because token economies are simple, small closed-economic systems. Thus, from her analysis, Winkler suggested that token economies can serve as laboratories for the study of large economic systems.

As described in the next section, based on the reported discrepancies between responding in open- vs. closed-economies, it would appear that the distinctions and similarities between token and national economic systems would have to be carefully considered. It would appear
that a direct comparison between a closed-system token economy and a large-scale (e.g. national level) system may be inappropriate. In large-scale economies there are often alternative sources of commodities that are not available in closed-system token economies. Furthermore, many token economies are used with children in noninstitutional settings (Alvord, 1978; Kazdin, 1977). In such cases, the economic system may not be totally closed, as children may have access to substitutable reinforcers outside of the experimental setting, much in the way animal subjects frequently have access to between-session substitute food in open-economy experiments.

In summary, the integration of the science of behavior and the science of economics holds promise of making contributions to both. Cross fertilization is already being achieved through the exchange of methodologies and the examination of experimental findings in light of the principles and tenets of each science. The work on this integration is recent and a great deal of work remains. The possibilities of integration may be facilitated or delimited by research in the area of open- vs. closed-economies.

Open- and Closed-Economies

Increasingly, the distinction is made in the operant literature between open- and closed-economies (see Brady, 1982; Collier, 1983; Delius, 1983; Hursh, 1978, 1980, 1984; S. R. Hursh, personal communication, May 17, 1987; Lucas, 1981; Mellitz, Hineline, Whitehouse, & Laurence, 1983; Norborg, Osborne, & Fantino, 1983; Rachlin, 1982). In this section, information pertinent to the investigation into the
distinction will be presented, as will be the related research that has been conducted to date.

Performance Under Interval Schedules of Reinforcement

To fully appreciate the reported distinction between responding in an open- vs. a closed-economy, it is necessary to discuss responding maintained by interval schedules of reinforcement.

Conventional wisdom regarding behavior maintained by variable-interval (VI) and fixed-interval (FI) schedules of reinforcement has a long history and a considerable research base. It is held that the relation of overall rate of responding to overall rate of reinforcement under these simple schedules is a monotonically increasing and negatively accelerated function (Catania & Reynolds, 1968). That is, as interreinforcement intervals increase, rate of responding decreases. Support for this is considerable, both when the simple schedule is utilized as well as when the simple schedule is employed in concert with other schedules of reinforcement, across species, and with subjects maintained at varying states of deprivation. Skinner (1936), Sherman (1959), and Wilson (1954) each reported such a function with rats on FI schedules. Schoenfeld and Cumming (1960) and Farmer (1963) reported similar functions with rats using VI schedules of reinforcement. In 1958, Clark obtained this function when testing his rat subjects at varied levels of deprivation. The results of an experiment reported by Kaplan (1952), which employed FI schedules of escape, suggest that this function may also obtain for schedules of negative reinforcement.
So extensive is the research foundation for this function that common descriptions of behavior maintained by interval schedules often present the function as lawful. In one widely utilized undergraduate textbook, *Elementary Principles of Behavior* by Whaley and Malott (1971), a pigeon's responding under a VI schedule is described. They state that:

> It is true that the smaller the average interval between opportunities for reinforcement, the higher the rate of responding will be. Thus, if two or three days' wait was required between opportunities, we would expect an extremely low rate of response, perhaps as low as one peck every two or three hours. (p. 131)

In addition, it has been reported in VI research that as intervals increase, the responding of some subjects approach invariance. That is, above a certain interval value, which differs from subject to subject, responding is no longer sensitive to parameter changes; a uniformly low rate of responding is maintained despite increases in the interval value. Herrnstein (1961) and Sidman (1960) have referred to such responding as a "locked-rate." Sidman, in his discussion of variability in performance, discusses "locked-rates" in VI responding:

> The important factor is that the presentation of grain is consistently preceded by a given rate of responding. The rate itself becomes conditioned, however adventitiously. Once this happens, of course, behavior maintained by a variable-interval reinforcement schedule is no longer a satisfactory baseline from which to measure the effects of other variables. The response rate, itself conditioned, loses a great deal of its sensitivity. Furthermore, discrepant data are likely to cause useless controversy if such a "locked-rate" is not recognized. (p.177)

Catania and Reynolds (1968), on the basis of a series of six experiments in which an open-economy methodology was employed, concluded that the rate of responding maintained by an interval schedule is not
dependent on the overall rate of reinforcement provided, but rather on the summation of different local effects of reinforcement at different times within the intervals.

Finally, as early as 1958 conventional wisdom regarding the sensitivity to VI schedules of reinforcement had led to their use for calibration purposes, such as in pharmacological research (Clark, 1958).

Reports of Discrepant Responding
Under VI Schedules

It is important to note that the monotonically increasing, negatively accelerated response function under VI schedules has been generated using open-economy methodology.

The initial empirical comparison of open- and closed-economic systems was reported by Hursh (1978), as was mentioned earlier. As a result of this one study, Hursh presented data that raise questions about the responding maintained by VI schedules of reinforcement. In this closed-economy study, in which monkeys obtained their complete food ration during experimental sessions, Hursh obtained a monotonically increasing, positively accelerated function as the interval was increased from 20 s to above 50 s. Only at interval values above 50 s did responding begin to deteriorate. Unlike the open-economy experiments cited in the previous section, in which response rate was directly related to rate of reinforcement, Hursh's results demonstrated that in a closed economy, response rate is inversely related to rate of reinforcement.
In 1980 Hursh introduced the terminology "open- and closed-economies," and further detailed these conditions in 1984 (Hursh, 1980, 1984, 1986). At a symposia on the topic held at Harvard in 1986, Hursh defined open- and closed-economies and the consequences of the distinction:

Stated most simply: in a closed-economy the consumption of the reinforcer, including time in the test system and in the home cage, depends entirely on the amount of responding by the subject during the test. The experimenter exerts no control over the total level of consumption, neither by way of a minimum level or an upper limit, except to define the relationship between responding and reinforcer deliver, the schedule of reinforcement, or supply schedule to use economic terminology. There is no compensation made for reduced levels of consumption.

The open-economy, which is typical of most animal testing situations reported in the behavior analysis literature, is an environment in which the consumption of the reinforcer, considering both time in the test and time in the home cage, is held constant by the experimenter or is varied by the experimenter independently of the subject's responding. The experimenter serves as a compensation mechanism for any variations in consumption that occur during the test, such that, on a daily basis, overall consumption is not influenced by variations in the subject's performance. This situation is deliberately designed to minimize the influence of biological feedback, that is, to minimize what are presumed to be "satiation effects" and "deprivation effects"; the potential for satiation and deprivation changes are said to complicate the analysis of the pure "strengthening effects" of reinforcement. The unintended consequence of this approach has been a lack of generalizability to conditions which simulate the natural environment and permit the subject to control daily consumption and exhibit regulatory or economic processes. This limitation is further compounded by evidence that the differences between open- and closed-economies, indeed, cannot be readily explained in terms of daily changes in deprivation. (pp. 1-2)

became the preferred key

In a personal communication (Hursh, personal communication, May 4, 1987), Hursh reiterated the necessary relation between daily consumption and response rate:
I have attempted to make the definition clear in my several papers, but still find some people missing the point. The main error is not recognizing the necessity for daily consumption and response rate to co-vary. Some researchers have suggested that I "control" for deprivation effects in a closed-economy by holding daily consumption constant, eg. ending sessions after a fixed number of large reinforcers and providing no supplemental food. This is not a closed-economy since daily level of consumption does not depend on level of responding. To be as blunt as possible, the so-called confound between response rate and daily consumption in a closed-economy is, in fact, the defining feature of the system. This is the same "confound" that exists in most natural foraging settings and to the extent that it determines the outcome of the experiment, is crucial to a laboratory simulation of natural foraging. The importance of this dependency in determining the closed-economy results is an empirical question. (p. 1)

In perhaps the most extensive investigation of pigeon responding in a closed-economy, Lucas (1981) produced results similar to those obtained by Hursh (1978). Lucas maintained his subjects in experimental chambers over a period of approximately nine months, over the course of three experiments, during which time no substitute food was provided to them.

In his final experiment, Lucas varied the length of FI schedule values and established that there was an inverse relationship between overall response rate and overall rate of reinforcement. As the number of reinforcements decreased from 4 per minute to 1 per minute, the rate of responding increased from approximately 5 responses to approximately 100 responses per minute for each of his three subjects. Individual differences in absolute response rate were apparent from pigeon to pigeon, but the function was similar in the case of all subjects.

The results of experiments conducted by Hursh (1978, 1980, 1984) suggest that the subjects are sensitive to between-session, or delayed
conditions. There is additional support for this notion. In economic terms, the between-session provision of food in open-economy research serves as an alternative source of food, a substitutable commodity. Mellitz et al. (1983) conducted an experiment in which responding had two functions: prevention of aversive stimulation and reduction of the length of the avoidance session. The results of the experiment also indicated that the subjects were sensitive to events on a time scale other than that of immediate consequences. That is, it was demonstrated that behavior may be sensitive to its long-term consequences under conditions in which more immediate consequences might be expected to prevail.

In the experiment, equal shock-avoidance contingencies were established on two response keys. As responding on the two keys stabilized, an additional contingency was added to one key. This contingency reduced the total session time by one minute for each response made on the key. This then became the preferred key across subjects. Once responding stabilized, the session-shortening contingency was programmed for the opposite key and dropped from the original key on which it had been programmed. Response preference shifted to the opposite key. From these results, Mellitz et al. (1983) suggest that responding during an experimental session is sensitive to between-session conditions.

Although this study was not conducted to explore the distinction between open- and closed-economies, Mellitz et al. (1983) interpret their results in terms of open- vs. closed-economies, in which the effects of variables operative within conditioning sessions interact
with the availability/nonavailability of food outside the sessions. The researchers conclude that it is possible both avoidance and appetitive responding may more fully be accounted for by extending the range of conventional variables, such as the frequency and temporal distribution of consequential events.

In 1983, Norborg, et al., investigated the effects of component duration on the relative and absolute rates of responding on multiple FR schedules. Specifically, they examined the effects of both component and session duration on these schedules. Transitions between components were response independent. That is, changes from FR component to FR component were based on time rather than on number of responses made. On the basis of Hursh's (1980) argument that responding in open- and closed-economies differs, these researchers judged the need to examine the effects of session duration. They were concerned that when food was freely provided after a relatively short experimental session, the relation between the subject's performance in the experiment and its level of consumption might be less constrained than when all their food was earned in the chamber. Therefore it is likely that in multiple schedules, performance is likely to be effected by session duration. Unfortunately, the results from this study do not further our understanding of responding in open- and closed-economies, because they controlled only for session duration and not response independent intersession consumption of food that is a defining characteristic of a closed-economy (Hursh, 1980).

In 1986, Hursh conducted the first systematic comparison of open- and closed-economic systems in two experiments. In the first, the
amount of between-session food made available to four monkeys was gradually increased. Sessions were twelve hours long, and intra-session reinforcement was available for responding according to FR schedules. The FR schedule was increased each day in 21 steps of 20% from FR 10 to FR 372. At the end of each session, free food equal to one free pellet of food, or one-third or two-thirds the amount normally earned during the FR 10 baseline sessions was immediately provided, according to the condition. The results of the experiment were consistent for three of the four subjects. Although Hursh indicated that the pattern of responding of the fourth monkey varied in an "interesting way," he did not offer an explanation. The data from the three monkeys indicated the demand for food was relatively inelastic when the subjects responded for all but one of their daily food pellets. However, as increasing amounts of inter-session food were made available, within-session demand for food decreased systematically with the price of that food. That is, as the FR requirement increased and extra-session food was available, fewer food pellets were consumed during the session. Within-session consumption also declined as extra-session food availability was increased. These results show that free food delivered after the work session can have strong effects on the sensitivity of consumption to price increases, as well as sensitivity to between-session conditions.

In the second of these two unpublished experiments, the effect of varying the immediacy of the availability of external food was investigated (Hursh, 1986). On the basis of economic theory that suggests future returns on investment are discounted when compared to current returns, Hursh judged that by reducing the delay, the discount
would also be reduced, and the relative value of the free food would increase compared to the food purchased under the FR schedule. Thus, the substitution value of the extra-session food and the elasticity of the demand for food during the session were both expected to increase.

Using three of the monkey subjects from Experiment I, work sessions were changed from a single 12-hour long period to four one-hour sessions. In the baseline condition, total daily consumption was limited to that obtained during the sessions. In the second condition, 20 min access to food was available on a continuous reinforcement (CRF) schedule, immediately after the end of the fourth work session. In the third condition, four 5 min CRF periods followed immediately after each of the four work periods, thus reducing the maximum delay to free food to one hour during any work session. In all three conditions, the FR requirement was increased in twelve 40% increments, from FR 10 to FR 420.

Hursh (1984) found that the subjects consistently compensated for food losses during the sessions by consuming additional food during the CRF periods, such that no systematic changes occurred in total daily consumption of food across increases in FR requirement or across conditions of increased immediacy of food. It was also found that the sooner the extra-session food was delivered after the termination of the work session, the within-session demand for food decreased as predicted.

Hursh (1984) concludes that the high elasticity of demand for food in the conditions that represented the most open economies in the two experiments resemble demand for a luxury good (one that has many substitutes), rather than a good that is a biological necessity for
survival. On the other hand, the lack of elasticity of demand on those most closed economic conditions reflects the demand for a biologically required commodity for which there are no available substitutes. Hursh states the importance of this distinction to be that

...studies of operant behavior in open-economies which prevent biological feedback are most useful for illucidating the principles of behavior reinforced by non-essential commodities; by contrast, studies in a closed-economy are useful for illucidating the principles of behavior reinforced by a variety of commodities, both non-essential and essential. (p. 13)

A recent systematic investigation comparing the performance in open- and closed-economies was conducted by Imam and Lattal (1988). Little information is currently available about this research, other than that it assessed the effects of combinations of VI60 s and variable-time (VT) 60 s schedules of reinforcement in 1 hr open- and 4 hr closed-economy sessions, using within-subject comparisons of three pigeons' key pecking. Response rates were found to be generally higher in the open-economy than in the closed-economy conditions, with both the VI and the VT alternative food. The effect, however, was not consistently strong. Also, response distributions during sessions varied between the open- and closed-economy conditions. In the closed-economy, each pigeon showed bouts of responding and pausing with the VI alternative that was absent with the VT alternative. Imam and Lattal conclude that their results further support the distinction between open- and closed-economies.
Timberlake (1984) challenges the assertion that there exists a distinction between responding in open- and closed-economies. In a study conducted in 1984, Timberlake sought to examine the time period during which subjects integrate input in making choices about distributing their resources. Timberlake's subjects, two rats, had two opportunities to feed each day. The first was made available according to the subject's responding on a progressive-ratio schedule of reinforcement. The second was a free-feeding opportunity that was provided to the subject after some predetermined delay following the termination of the progressive-ratio schedule component of the daily session. The progressive-ratio component lasted for one hour, or until the subject had consumed its' within-session allotment of food. This allotment was a percentage based on free-feeding baseline data. The delays between the termination of the progressive-ratio schedule component and the onset of the free-feeding component of the daily session was varied, in non-sequential fashion, by either 1, 2, 4, 7, 10, 16, 20 or 23 hours for both subjects.

The results of Timberlake's (1984) study demonstrated that the animals worked for a considerable number of food pellets during the progressive-ratio component of the session, despite the fact that pellets were freely available during the free-feeding component of the sessions. Responding within the progressive-ratio component of the sessions was consistent with a direct relation between overall rate of
reinforcement and overall rate of responding, regardless of the ratio size. It was also demonstrated that there was little effect of the delay time between the work and free sessions.

Timberlake (1984) points out that because his procedures employed an open-economy, in that substitute (response independent) food was provided, an inverse relation should have been obtained between overall rate of reinforcement and overall rate of responding, based on the open-vs. closed-economy literature (Hursh, 1980, 1984). Instead, as the severity of the schedules increased (as the price of the commodity increased), and the overall rate of reinforcement decreased, there was a corresponding increase in the rate of responding, as reported in the literature on responding in closed-economies. Timberlake concluded that the distinction between open- and closed-economies can be questioned, and that behavioral differences reported for open- and closed-economies are based on differences in the severity of the schedule, rather than on the type of feeding regime employed. He maintained that this was so because the effects of an open-economy were presumed to be based on the anticipation of later food. His results showed no effect of future feeding on responding within the progressive-ratio component of the sessions, even when free-food was provided within an hour after the end of the work component of the session.

There are several issues that must be pointed out about the Timberlake (1984) study. First, a ratio schedule of reinforcement was utilized to maintain responding in the study. This is unlike those studies cited that resulted in a direct relation between overall rate of reinforcement and overall response rate in an open-economy, in which
interval schedules of reinforcement were employed. In the case of ratio schedules, overall rate of responding is inversely related to overall rate of reinforcement by definition. Each response is essential to the eventual delivery of a reinforcer. As the ratio required for reinforcement increases, the rate of reinforcement decreases. On the other hand, in the case of interval schedules, only one response is required for reinforcement, regardless of the length of the interval involved. Thus, only in the case of interval schedules is the relation between rate of responding and rate of reinforcement free to co-vary from direct to inverse, or from inverse to direct.

That Timberlake's (1984) subjects did not show sensitivity to the availability of free-food, even within one hour after termination of the progressive-ratio component of the sessions, is also arguable. Timberlake states:

There was no measurable effect of free future food on current responding. Instead, the rats appeared to treat the work session as an entirely self-contained world, increasing their bar pressing with the severity of the progressive-ratio schedule in partial compensation for reduced access to food.... (p. 121)

Timberlake (1984) points out that the provision of a specific average number of pellets was needed to maintain baseline weights of his subjects. The number of pellets available during any 24-hour period was based on this average. By examining the data available, it is apparent that throughout the experiment, both subjects typically consumed approximately only one-third of this daily intake requirement during the progressive-ratio component of sessions. In fact, the number of pellets consumed during these work sessions was fairly constant within subjects,
and varied little across progressive-ratio or delay conditions. Only when the free-food component of sessions was delayed by more than 20 hours was there a remarkable degeneration of responding during the progressive-ratio components of the sessions. The remaining two-thirds of the subjects' daily intake was consumed during the free-food component. Perhaps Timberlake's subjects did not show sensitivity to differing delays between termination of the progressive-ratio and the onset of the free-feeding components of sessions, but they clearly did show sensitivity to extra-session free food.

Finally, Hursh (S.R. Hursh, personal communication, May 17, 1987) indicated that Timberlake's (1984) results may have been due to the restricted range of schedule values that he employed in his study.

Thus, it is likely that Timberlake's (1984) findings and conclusions were due to procedural differences between his study and others examining the open- vs. closed-economy responding phenomena, and the interpretation of the resulting data.

Despite the limitations of Timberlake's results (1984), the notion that delayed contingencies (i.e., the delivery of inter-session free food) are not integrated into within-session responding is not without precedence. It has been demonstrated that when given the choice between two concurrently available rewards that differ only in size (i.e., more vs. less access time at each reinforcer delivery, or larger vs. smaller rewards), organisms will consistently choose the larger alternative (Rachlin & Green, 1972). However, when the choice that is presented offers an immediate, but small reward, or a delayed, but larger reward, the smaller, immediate reward is consistently chosen. This was
demonstrated by Fantino (1977) using concurrent chain schedules. These findings are presumably the result of the temporal delay in the delivery of the reinforcer.

Research has variously suggested that the limits of the temporal delay between response and reinforcer delivery is limited to seconds (Grice, 1948), 5 to 6 minutes (McSweeney, 1982), 15 minutes (Hodos & Trumbule, 1967), hours (Boulos & Terman, 1980) and seasons (Kayser, 1965). While this research base involves widely differing methodologies and subject species, it is clear that there is no definitive research on this topic. What is clear, however, is that in order for the distinction between open- and closed-economies to hold, it is necessary that an organism's current responding must take future rewards into account.

In summary, it appears that economic and behavioral principles may facilitate understanding in each of these fields. Yet, it is apparent that the issue of open- vs. closed-economies must be clarified. As clarifications are made, it is unlikely that they will invalidate the findings of the open-economy research. They do, however, suggest that the earlier findings are restricted, and indicate the need for additional investigation into the differences between open- and closed-economy responding in operant research. It is the purpose of this research to investigate these considerations.
CHAPTER III
GENERAL METHOD

Subjects

Four experimentally naive, adult male Waldina pigeons served. The pigeons lived in home cages, where they had free access to Purina Pigeon Chow and water 24 hrs per day, during a two-month period prior to the beginning of the study. Each pigeon's ad lib weight was established and its mean weight determined over the last five days of this period. Once the study began, food was removed from the home cages and was available only during 11.5 hr daily sessions in the operant chamber. Water continued to be available in the home cages, however. Throughout the study, the birds were not food-deprived, except during the 12.5 hrs that they were in their home cages each day.

Schedules of Reinforcement

Variable interval (VI) schedules of reinforcement were employed throughout, and were programmed exclusively on the right response key in each experimental chamber. The Fleshler/Hoffman formula (Fleshler & Hoffman, 1962) was used to generate the variable intervals. This formula produces intervals that are not predictable by the subject because reinforcement occurs with a given probability that remains constant as a function of time since reinforcement. It is, therefore, widely used in operant research (E. K. Crossman, personal communication, April 1, 1987). In open-economy phases of the experiments, a fixed-ratio 1 (FR1) schedule of reinforcement for the delivery of
substitute food was employed. This schedule, when active, was present for pecks on the left response key in each experimental chamber.

Apparatus and Data Recording

Two Lehigh Valley Electronics (LVE) Model 1519 test cubicles, containing LVE Model 1438, 3-key intelligence panels were used. Only the left and right response keys of each test cubicle were used throughout the study. The center response key remained dark at all times. A minimum force of approximately 0.15 N was required to operate the response keys.

During Experiment I, a single LVE pigeon grain hopper delivered reinforcers, which consisted of 4 s access to the raised, chow-filled hopper. Purina Pigeon Chow was utilized exclusively during Experiment I. In order to minimize error in the usable duration of the hopper-lift, a constant 0.4 s were added to the 4 s access. The 0.4 s allowance had been previously reported as the minimum head transit time from the response key to the food hopper (Lucas, 1981). Thus, the actual duration of the hopper lift was 4.4 s. Markings on the grain hopper allowed the amount of feed consumed per session to be closely estimated. During Experiment II, Davis Scientific Instruments Pellet Dispensers, Model PD-104, delivered Bio-Serv dustless, 45 mg precision pigeon pellets when reinforcement was signaled. Each reinforcement consisted of the delivery of one pellet that was dropped into the hoppers that had been modified for this purpose. As the pellet was delivered, the hopper light remained lit for 4.4 s. In the experimental
chambers, water was available from small cups located under the house light.

The experimental chambers and home cages were housed in a closed, light-shielded room. Chamber exhaust fans and a large room fan served to ventilate and shield the birds from extraneous ambient noise.

Scheduling and data collection were programmed via an IBM-PC interfaced with a MED Associates, Inc. 16 port interface, Model DIG-700IBM, with millisecond crystal timer. Data collected during the study was stored by the IBM-PC and subsequently analyzed on the IBM-PC and a Toshiba 1100+ personal computer. Programs for the collection, storage and analysis were written by the experimenter in the ZBASIC programming language, a high-level compiled implementation of BASIC.

The arrangement of the experimental equipment and housing of the subjects is presented in Figure 1.

An 11.5 hr-12.5 hr dark/light cycle was maintained throughout the study, both prior to and during the experiments. During experiments, the birds were placed in the experimental chambers during their 11.5 light periods. During this time, the chambers were illuminated with a 7.5-W light bulb located in the upper-outside-right corner. GE 1819 bulbs, operated at 5 V dc in series with a 150 ohm resistor, illuminated the right and left response keys, according to the conditions scheduled for each. Another GE 1819 bulb, located within the feeder hopper, was illuminated when the hopper was raised or a pellet was delivered, for programmed reinforcement.

During 30 min periods after the termination of an experimental session, the birds were exposed to light in the housing/laboratory area,
Figure 1. Experimental apparatus and housing arrangement.
During which the chambers and home-cages were maintained. To simplify time references, daily session times were defined with respect to the subject's light/dark cycle. The midpoint of the dark period was designated as the change of day. This procedure enabled the birds to respond without constraint to their diurnal pattern for free-feeding that has been well established (Zeigler, 1976; Zeigler, Green, & Lehrer, 1971).

The birds were housed in 24 x 24 x 24 in. home cages during their dark cycles. Water was provided in the home cages in 8 x 6 x 4 in. tubs that allowed both drinking and bathing on demand. The relatively large size of the home cages permitted ample room for the birds to stretch and flap their wings.

Procedures

Sessions

Eleven and one-half hour sessions were conducted seven days per week over a period of 9 months. During sessions, pecks on the illuminated response key (left for FR1 schedules, and right for VI schedules) were required to complete the schedule requirement. Completion of the requirement simultaneously darkened the response key and illuminated the hopper aperture and made food accessible. The hopper remained illuminated for 4.4 s, after which the hopper was darkened and the response key was again illuminated. This continued until the 11.5 hr session terminated. Thus, no restrictions were placed on the birds regarding the number of reinforcers that could be obtained, nor when they could be obtained, with the exception that all
reinforcements had to be obtained by responding according to the scheduled contingencies within the 11.5 hr sessions.

Stability

Throughout the study response stability was determined by establishing a 5 day response mean and determining whether responding on the sixth day fell within 10% above or below this mean. If responding during the sixth day met this criteria, responding was judged to be stable. If it did not, a new 5 day mean was established utilizing the data collected during the previous five days and the present day's data as the sixth day to judge for stability. Given that the data from these sessions represented stable responding, these data were used in all analyses conducted. All figures present data from these stable sessions.
CHAPTER IV

EXPERIMENT I

Purpose

Given the finding that responding in an open-economy is directly related to overall reinforcement rate while that in a closed-economy is inversely related to overall reinforcement rate, Experiment I was performed to determine if this could be demonstrated in one experiment.

Previous investigations on which this finding is based (i.e., Catania & Reynolds, 1968, in the former case; Hursh, 1978, in the latter) have been conducted as separate studies. The purpose and conditions of these experiments were notably different. It is conceivable that the differences they obtained could be attributed to procedural differences between studies. Thus, by conducting Experiment 1, objectives 1 and 2 of the present research program were examined.

Method

Procedures

All four subjects were pretrained so that pecking was maintained by presented schedules. Subsequently, Experiment I was conducted in four phases; each involved a change of conditions.

Condition 1: Weight stabilization on FR1. This condition consisted of presenting each of the subjects with an FR1 schedule of reinforcement, during daily 11.5 hr sessions. Total daily consumption was obtained by responding on this schedule. The condition continued
until the weight and FRI behavior of each bird stabilized. This condition served as the free-feeding baseline that was later used in the open-economy condition of the experiment. The left response key was lit throughout the session. Each key peck produced 4.4 s access to feed through the lit hopper, and simultaneously darkened the response key. Responses during hopper-lifts were recorded, but had no effect on the number or duration of hopper presentations.

**Condition 2: Baseline-closed-economy.** During this condition, the birds obtained all daily access to food by keypecking on the right response key under various VI schedules of reinforcement. The amount of food obtained was determined by the birds' responding. This condition further exposed the birds to the closed-economy in that access to food was directly related to responding, and there was no access to a substitute source of food.

Table 1 illustrates the VI schedules to which each of the birds was exposed and their presentation sequence. Each VI schedule was presented during successive sessions until responding stabilized.

Once each subject had been exposed to each of the four VI schedules, a reiteration on one of the VI schedules was run with Subjects 1 and 2, and an intermediate VI schedule (VI70) was introduced to Subject 3. This enabled a comparison to determine the reliability of the results.
### Table 1

**Schedules and Sequence of Introduction**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bird</th>
<th>Presentation Sequence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>VI50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>VI50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>VI20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>VI20</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Each VI schedule was presented during successive sessions until responding stabilized.

**Condition 3: Introduction of open-economy (substitute food).**

Once the range of predetermined VI schedule values had been presented to the birds, they began receiving 75% of their daily food in the experimental chambers as substitute food, made available for responses on the left response key, utilizing a FR1 schedule of reinforcement. This condition approximated the open-economy procedure of supplying make-up, or substitute, food after each session. Data obtained during Condition 1 (Weight stabilization on FR1), was utilized to determine the number of reinforcers that would be provided as substitute food, based on each subject's free-feeding baseline.

Each session began with the presentation of the programmed VI schedule of reinforcement that continued until the subject had obtained a given percentage of their FR1 baseline number of reinforcers.
Immediately following the delivery of the required number of reinforcements, the right response key darkened and the left response key was illuminated. Reinforcement was then available for responses to the left key on a FR1 schedule of reinforcement. This procedure was considered a close approximation of a typical open-economy. No maximum number of reinforcements were scheduled artificially by the experimenter, and food continued to be available on the FR1 throughout the remainder of the session. Once a bird stabilized on the presented VI schedule, a new schedule was introduced, utilizing the same procedures. That is, the bird was required to obtain a percentage of the free-feeding baseline by responding according to the schedule requirement, after which a FR1 schedule was presented on the left key whereby he could obtain substitute food. This procedure continued until the bird had been exposed to each of four VI schedules. Each bird was presented with the same VI schedules and presentation sequence as in Condition 2. Birds 1 and 2 were provided with 75% substitute food, while Birds 3 and 4 received 50%.

Results

Condition 1: Weight stabilization on FR1. All four birds' weights quickly stabilized on this condition. Table 2 presents the mean weight of each subject and the mean number of reinforcers required to maintain that weight.
Table 2

Mean Weight of Each Subject and Mean Number of Reinforcements Obtained

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bird</th>
<th>Mean Weight (gms)/Mean No. Reinforcements Obtained</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>524.20 / 230</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>497.40 / 242</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>411.00 / 269</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>415.00 / 331</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The two heaviest birds required fewer reinforcers than the two lightest birds to sustain their weights. In fact, the mean daily consumption of grain by Birds 1, 2, 3, and 4 was 51 gms, 32 gms, 41 gms, and 35 gms, respectively. It should be noted that the mean gram intakes are approximate figures, because it was not always possible to account for 100% of spillage, and the markings on the hopper did not allow for an exact measure. Nonetheless, it is apparent that consummatory efficiency varied from subject to subject.

Condition 2: Baseline-closed-economy. The number of sessions required to obtain stable responding are shown in Table 3.
Table 3

Total Number of Sessions to Stability

for Each VI Schedule

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bird</th>
<th>VI10 s</th>
<th>VI30 s</th>
<th>VI50 s</th>
<th>VI70 s</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>VI20 s</td>
<td>VI40 s</td>
<td>VI60 s</td>
<td>VI80 s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The following figure (Figure 2) presents the results obtained from this condition for each subject. The final five sessions are shown. The sequence of the introduction of each of the schedules is denoted by a letter that follows the schedule along the X-axis of the graph.

The results from this condition were somewhat erratic. An increasing trend in responding had been anticipated, based on the results reported by Hursh (1978, 1980), in spite of the modest procedural differences between these studies. That is, it was predicted that as the schedule requirement increased (i.e., increasing from VI10 to VI70), the total number of responses made per session would also
Figure 2. Total number of responses in VI conditions in a closed-economy. Each graph presents the data from the last 5 sessions per VI condition for each subject. The introduction sequence of the schedules is denoted by the letter following the schedule (i.e., 20-"A").
systematically increase. There was evidence of such a trend in the performances of Subjects 3 and 4. In the case of Subject 3, the increases between VI20, VI40 and VI60 were small. It is not until VI70 and VI80 that the differences are marked. Furthermore, the differences between VI70 and VI80 are also small. Response differences between schedules by Bird 4 are small throughout, but increasing and systematic.

Subjects 1 and 2, show no clear or systematic trends. In fact, there is disparate responding between the first introduction of the VI50 schedule of reinforcement and its reiteration. As described below, this can be attributed to variations in consummatory efficiency that can account for between, as well as within, condition variability in the amount of reinforcers obtained.

An examination of the total number of reinforcers obtained by each subject during this condition, and the weights that were maintained by this reinforcement density, served to explain possible causes for these results. These data are presented in the following figures.

As shown in Figure 3, there was considerable variability in the number of reinforcers obtained between VI schedules, across all subjects during their exposure to the closed-economy. Nonetheless, the weight of each subject remained fairly stable throughout the condition. In general, as the number of reinforcers decreased, only small decreases in weight were observed. Paradoxically, in the case of Subject 4, decreases in obtained reinforcers were accompanied by actual increases in weight.
Figure 3. Total number of obtained reinforcers by each subject, presented together with the weights maintained by these reinforcers in a closed-economy. Reinforcers consisted of 4.4 s access to chow.
Taken together, the data obtained from Condition 1 and Condition 2 provided strong evidence that the magnitude of reinforcement was, in fact, not controlled during Experiment I. That is, as the schedule requirement became more restrictive (i.e., average inter-reinforcement intervals increased), eating efficiency must have also increased. As a result, consumption was sensitive to the schedule parameters, but responding was not. Casual observation on a random basis supported this possibility. It appeared as though the subjects kept their heads in the hopper longer during each reinforcement as the schedule requirements increased. Furthermore, at the highest reinforcement density (i.e., VI10 s), the subjects were observed to remove pieces of chow from the hopper and drop them through the grated floor of the chamber during hopper access. This did not happen at longer schedules.

**Condition 3: Introduction of an open economy-substitute food.**

The conclusions from Conditions 1 and 2 were supported by the results from Condition 3, in which the subjects were exposed to an open-economy (responding on VI schedules for 25% or 50%) of daily reinforcers and then presented with an FR1 schedule, on which the subjects were free to respond throughout the remainder of the session. These results are presented in Figure 4. Despite being exposed to the same VI schedules as in the previous condition, responding in these two conditions varied, but in no systematic way. For example, in Condition 3, Bird 2 showed an increasing response trend from higher to lower reinforcement densities, while in Condition 2, no such trend was evident. Just the opposite was the case for Bird 3.
Total number of responses on VI schedules in an open-economy. A percentage of daily reinforcers were obtained for responding on VI the schedules of reinforcement. The remaining reinforcers were obtained by responding on a FR1. Each graph presents the data from the last five sessions per VI condition for a subject. The introduction sequence of the schedules is denoted by the letter following the schedule (i.e., 20-"A").
Across the conditions of this experiment, monitoring consumption showed that increases or decreases in reinforcers obtained by the subjects had little effect on the actual amount of food consumed. As the schedules restricted the opportunity for reinforcement, the subjects ate more efficiently at each reinforcement. In this way, they were able to maintain their weight despite fewer food presentations.

Thus, it appears reinforcement magnitude was inadequately controlled in this and, perhaps, many other experiments. That is, responding alone did not control the amount of reward actually obtained. Clearly, this finding confounds an analysis of the relation between responding and reinforcement schedule such as is needed here to compare open- and closed-economies. Without controlling reinforcer density, it is not possible to determine whether manipulating the proportion of reinforcers provided as supplemental food controls the relation between responding and reinforcement in open- and closed-economies.

With reward density controlled, Experiment II was conducted.
CHAPTER V

EXPERIMENT II

Method

Purpose

Experiment II was conducted as a systematic replication and extension of Experiment I. The primary objectives of the experiment were: (1) to determine whether responding in an open-economy was directly related to overall reinforcement rate, while that in a closed-economy was inversely related to overall reinforcement rate; and, (2) to determine whether the response-to-reinforcement correlation was controlled by the amount of substitute food provided in open-economies. In addition, the experiment was designed to suggest an apparently more appropriate methodology for operant research on the distinction between open- and closed-economies than has heretofore been employed.

It was assumed that open- and closed-economies do not represent two opposing alternatives, but rather that they are two parametric extremes on a continuum. This possibility has been suggested by the results of experiments conducted by Catania and Reynolds (1968), Hursh (1978, 1986), and Lucas (1981). If this is, indeed, the case, then increasing the amount of daily food provided as a substitute commodity will induce the response-to-reinforcement relation to shift from a closed-economy type to an open-economy type.

Subjects

The same subjects as those employed in Experiment I were used in this experiment.
Apparatus

To correct the difficulty encountered in Experiment I and attributed to insufficient control over reinforcement magnitude, the grain hoppers were replaced with pellet dispensers. These Davis pellet dispensers can be pulsed such that they would deliver one 45 mg precision pigeon pellet (Bioserv) when reinforcement was signaled. These pellets are made of a balanced mix of nutrients so as to be an adequate diet, 100% nutritionally complete, and in accordance with the National Research Council standards for pigeons (Bio-Serve, 1988).

Procedures

Experiment II consisted of three conditions. Through Condition 1, the subjects were exposed to a closed-economy. All daily food consumed was obtained by responding according to various VI schedules of reinforcement. In Conditions 2 and 3, in which the subjects were exposed to open-economies, subjects began each session by being presented with a VI schedule programmed on the right-hand response key. By responding on this key, the subjects obtained a percentage of the total number of reinforcers that was estimated they would obtain during that session. The percentages differed between the two conditions. In Condition 2, subjects were required to obtain 25% of their total number of daily reinforcers by responding on the VI schedule, while in Condition 3, subjects were required to obtain 75% of their total daily consumption this way. These percentages were selected as simple arithmetic proportions of the subjects' daily consumption.
between a totally open- (approximately 100% substitute food), and a totally closed-economy (0% substitute food).

The actual number of reinforcers that constituted the daily percentage to be obtained during the VI component of the session was based on the total reinforcers earned the previous day. For example, in Condition 2, if on day X a subject obtained a total of 400 reinforcers (combined number of reinforcers obtained during both the VI and FR components of the session), the next day that subject would be exposed to a VI schedule until it had obtained 100 reinforcers. During the subsequent FR component of the session there was no restriction placed on the number of reinforcers that could be obtained during the time remaining in the 11.5 hr session. In this way the number of reinforcers obtained for responding, when exposed to the VI schedule, varied from subject to subject and from day to day. This procedure was employed to account for the day-to-day fluctuations in food requirements of the subjects (Zeigler, 1976).

To avoid chain effects, an 8 min change over delay (COD) (Honig, 1965) between variable-interval and fixed-ratio components of the sessions was employed throughout. That is, when the VI component of the session ended, all stimulus lights in the chamber were darkened for 8 min. Then, the left-hand stimulus light was turned on, signaling the onset of the FR component of the session.

To ensure that results from the experiment could not be attributed to sequence effects, Birds 1 and 2 were presented with Condition 3 prior to Condition 2, while Birds 3 and 4 were presented with Condition 2 prior to Condition 3.
Conditions 2 and 3 closely approximate the open-economic condition of standard operant experiments. In these experiments, subjects typically earn a portion of their total daily food consumption during the experimental session. Once the session ends, the subjects experience a brief feeding delay, while they are moved to their home cages, where they are provided with substitute, response-independent food.

Despite the similarity between the procedures used in the present experiment and those employed in the typical operant experiment, the present procedures vary in three ways. First, in typical operant experiments, subjects are food deprived and maintained at an artificial weight that is below their free-feeding weight. The procedures used here involved no experimenter-induced deprivation, nor were subjects' weights artificially maintained.

Second, in typical operant experiments, session lengths are relatively short, rarely exceeding more than several hours in duration. Most are generally less than 60 min long. Session lengths throughout this experiment were 11.5 hrs, which permitted feeding without restricting the diurnal feeding patterns of the pigeon subjects (Zeigler, 1976).

Finally, in typical operant experiments, substitute food is provided to the subjects in their home cages in small receptacles that minimize the cost of consumption. A feeding bout is not restricted in any way until the available substitute food is completely consumed. In Conditions 2 and 3 of the present experiment, substitute food was provided in the experimental chamber for responding according to a FR1
schedule. Each response was reinforced with one 45 mg precision pigeon pellet. No restriction was placed on the number of pellets that could be obtained during the FR1 components of the session. This response requirement procedure permitted the consumption of substitute food to be reliably measured. While different from the typical operant experimental procedure, it is not inconsistent with food intake in the wild, where there is always, albeit small at times, response cost for food (C. D. Cheney, personal communication, December 16, 1986).

Overall, the procedures used here permit examination of the dependent measures (responding, reinforcement, and weight) through the manipulation of the independent measures (VI schedules and amount of substitute food provided), with little concern for variables extraneous to the objectives of the research (levels of deprivation and session length). The procedural differences between the typical operant experiment and the present experiment may somewhat restrict the generality of the findings.

**Condition 1: Closed-economy.** In this condition, all birds acquired 100% of their daily food intake by responding under various VI schedules of reinforcement. The birds were exposed to a closed-economy in that no access to substitute food was available, and all food pellets obtained were VI response-dependent.

The birds were exposed to the same VI schedules of reinforcement in the same presentation sequence as in Condition 2 of Experiment I (see Table 1).

**Condition 2: Introduction of an open-economy.** In this condition, subjects obtained 75% of their total daily intake as substitute (FR1)
Thus, as the subjects began each session, they were first presented with a VI schedule, programmed on the right-hand response key. When the subject had acquired 25% of the total number of reinforcers obtained during the previous session, the active response key was darkened. This was followed by an 8 min COD, after which the left-hand response key was lighted. Responses on this key were then reinforced, according to a FR1 schedule of reinforcement. Throughout the remainder of the session, food pellets were available without restriction, other than the single response required on the left-hand response key.

This condition represents the extreme open-economy condition of this experiment and closely approximates the typical operant experiment where only a portion of total daily consumption is obtained during the experimental session.

All subjects were exposed to the same VI schedules and in the same sequence as presented in Table 1.

**Condition 3: Alternate open-economy.** Subjects were provided with 25% of their total daily intake as substitute (FR1) food in this condition. Therefore, as the subjects began a session, they were required to obtain 75% of their daily food by responding on the right-hand response key according to a VI schedule. Once accomplished, the right-hand response key darkened and an 8 min COD followed. Subsequently, substitute food was provided for responses on the left-hand response key according to an FR1 schedule, throughout the remainder of the session. As in Condition 2, the percentage to be earned during the VI component of the session was determined utilizing the total number of reinforcers obtained the previous day. All subjects were
exposed to the same VI schedules and in the same sequence as presented in Table 1.

The open-economy utilized in this condition was designed to more closely approximate closed-economy conditions than those presented in Condition 2. Thus, by comparing results from these three conditions, the possibility that closed- and open-economies represent two extremes along a continuum could be examined.

Results

To assess the effects of the manipulation of the independent measures (schedule and economic condition) on the dependent measures (responding, reinforcement and weight), several analyses were conducted on the data from all conditions. First, to determine effects on responding, response rates were assessed using the following formula:

\[
\text{Response Rate} = \frac{\text{Total Responses}}{\text{Running Time}}
\]

where Response Rate represents responses-per-minute, Total Responses represents the total number of responses made during the session, and Running Time represents total number of session minutes during which the subject was responding. Running time was calculated by establishing 138 consecutive 5 min cells, representing an 11.5 hr session. Responses were then distributed among the cells according to the session time that each occurred, and cells without responses were eliminated. This removed the time between feeding bouts from the analysis.

Second, to determine effects on reinforcement, the total number of reinforcers obtained by the subject during each session was calculated.
Third, effects of manipulations on weight were made by determining pre- and post-session weights of the subjects.

All data presented were obtained from the VI components of the last five sessions of each schedule introduced. To assist the clarity of the presentation, the results obtained with each subject in each of the three conditions of the experiment are presented separately.

**Bird 1**

**Condition 1: Closed-economy.** In this totally closed-economy, with reinforcement magnitude controlled, the subject obtained 100% of its daily food allotment by responding according to four VI schedules presented in the following order: VI50 s, VI10 s, VI30 s and VI70 s. Figure 5 presents the effects of these schedules on the response rate of Bird 1 in this closed-economic condition, as well as in an open-economy, where 75% of total daily food was provided as substitute food.

Based on visual inspection of the results, it is clear that responding was, in general, inversely related to overall reinforcement rate in the closed-economy condition. This relation is nearly linear through the three lowest VI schedules. However, at VI70 s, response rate decreased dramatically. Hursh (1978) reported a similar effect in a closed-economy experiment conducted with monkeys. In his experiment, a steady increase in the rate of responding was observed as the VI schedule increased from 20 s to 50 s, and the corresponding rates of reinforcement decreased. However, at VI schedules greater than 50 s, response rate began to decline.
Figure 5. Response rate of Bird 1 in varied economies. The data from the last five sessions per schedule are shown. The introduction sequence of the schedules is denoted by the letter following the schedule (i.e., 20-"A").
Daily fluctuations in response rate are observable at all schedule values. This may be due to the stability criteria applied for determining when changes in schedule conditions should be made. Stability was determined by establishing a 5 day mean of the total number or responses made per session. When the total number of session responses on the sixth day fell within 10% of the 5 day mean, responding was judged to be stable, and conditions were changed. This measure of stability is related to response rate; as total number of session responses increases, so does response rate. However, this relation is not on the magnitude of a one-to-one correspondence. That is, a 5% increase in total session responses does not necessarily reflect a 5% increase in response rate. Thus, larger between-session differences in response rate may be accompanied by smaller between-session differences in the total number of responses made. Despite these daily fluctuations in response rate the increasing trend is clearly observable.

In Figure 6, the total number of reinforcers obtained by Bird 1 as a function of responding, according to the schedules presented, and the accompanying effect on its weight, are displayed for the closed- as well as open-economy conditions of this experiment.

As the VI schedule increased in the closed-economy condition, the number of reinforcers obtained decreased. This decrease in obtained reinforcement was accompanied by a decrease in the subject's weight. Furthermore, at the higher reinforcement densities (i.e., lower VI values), there were greater pre- and post-session weight differences than at the lower reinforcement densities. It is important to recall
Figure 6. Reinforcers obtained by Bird 1 in varied economies. Data presented are from the last five sessions of each VI schedule presented. The total number of reinforcers obtained during the 11.5 hr session is presented together with the pre- and post-session weight (grams) of the subject. The introduction sequence of the schedules is denoted by the letter following the schedule (i.e., 20-"A").
that the subjects were not deprived, other than the deprivation imposed by the 12.5 hrs between sessions.

When the response rate, obtained reinforcers, and weight data are considered together, it appears that when Bird 1 was presented with VI schedules which produced high reinforcement densities (i.e., VI10 s), it maintained a low rate of responding and consumed more food than required to maintain its weight. However, as the reinforcement density decreased, response rate increased, and excess consumption decreased. Despite the increase in response rate, both obtained reinforcers and weight decreased in the presence of this challenge. At the lowest reinforcement density, all three dependent measures (response rate, obtained reinforcers, and weight) decreased. At this point, Bird 1's weight represented approximately 80% of that maintained at the higher reinforcement densities.

**Condition 2: Open-economy (75% substitute food).** This open-economy condition began with the presentation of a VI schedule of reinforcement. Responding according to the schedule provided the subject with 25% of the total number of reinforcers obtained during the previous session. Once this requirement was met, additional reinforcement was available for responding according to a FR1 schedule throughout the remainder of the session. This condition represented the extreme open-economy of this experiment. The subject was exposed to the same VI schedules in this condition as in the previous condition. The effects of this condition on response rate are presented in Figure 5.

In this open-economy in which 75% of total daily reinforcement was provided by an alternative source of food (i.e., FR1 as opposed to VI
schedule), responding was generally directly related to overall rate of reinforcement. That is, as the reinforcement density decreased, so did the subject's rate of responding. The relation is observed as a linear decrease in response rate as the VI schedule value increased from 30 s to 70 s.

Bird 1's rate of responding at VI10 s is discrepant with that of the three other schedule values tested. Yet, when Bird 1's response rate on this schedule is compared with his response rate on the same schedule in the closed-economy condition (see Figure 5), it is clear that both are approximately equal. Thus, there is little observable difference between VI10 s responding in these two conditions.

An examination of the effects of the present condition on Bird 1's weight and the number of reinforcers obtained (Figure 6), suggests that, in this condition as well, the subject obtained a greater number of reinforcers than necessary to maintain weight when responding according to the VI10 s schedule. Particularly at this schedule, there was a greater discrepancy between pre- and post-session weights. This large discrepancy is not observed at the VI30 s, VI50 s, or VI70 s schedules. As the value of the VI schedule increases from 10 s to 70 s the subject's weight slowly declines, as was the case in the closed-economy condition (see Figure 6). Notwithstanding, this decrease is smaller in magnitude. It is also notable that the subject maintained a slightly higher weight throughout this condition than that maintained during the closed-economy condition.

The number of reinforcers obtained during the VI component of the sessions remained stable throughout the condition. However, there were
daily fluctuations in the total number of reinforcers obtained during the sessions, both within- and between-schedules. The within-schedule fluctuations were small enough that they did not have a large effect on the number of reinforcers required in the VI component of subsequent sessions. Such an effect is only observed in the total number of reinforcers obtained on day 3 of the VI10 s stability sessions. In this case, the total number of reinforcers obtained drops considerably from the previous day's total such that the number of reinforcers required to terminate the VI component on day 4 also decreased considerably. Generally, the total daily obtained reinforcers increased throughout the VI10 s and VI30 s schedules. At the VI50 s schedule, the total number of reinforcers obtained declined, with an accompanying decline in weight. Both weight and number of reinforcers obtained remained rather stable throughout the VI70 s schedule.

It is also of note that in this condition, whereby the subject was required to work for only a small portion of its daily reinforcement, it maintained a slightly higher weight at each of the schedules presented than that maintained in the closed-economy condition. The differences are most observable at lower reinforcement densities.

Condition 3: Open-economy (25% substitute food). As in the previous condition, the sessions in this condition began with the presentation of VI schedules of reinforcement, whereby the subject was required to obtain a percentage of the total number of reinforcers acquired during the previous session. After this, additional reinforcement was available for responses according to an FR1 schedule of reinforcement. However, in this condition, the percentage required
during the VI component of the session was 75. That is, the subject obtained 25% of the daily food consumed as a substitute commodity. This condition represented the intermediate open-economic condition of this experiment. The subject was exposed to the same VI schedules as in the previous conditions of this experiment.

When Bird 1 was introduced to Condition 3, its responding and resultant food consumption began to cycle. That is, by the sixth day of the condition, the subject was consistently obtaining few reinforcers one day, and obtaining many more reinforcers the next. On high-consumption days, the subject obtained as many as 2,169 45 mg pellets, and as few as 211 on low consumption days. This occurred as a result of the original procedure employed to determine the number of reinforcers to be earned during the VI component of the session.

Specifically, the number of reinforcers to be earned during the VI component for a session was determined by computing 75% of the total number of reinforcers obtained during the previous session. Thus, if during the previous session the subject obtained a total of 1,000 reinforcers, it would continue in the VI component of the present session until it had obtained 750 reinforcers. In the case of Bird 1, this procedure resulted in failure to complete the VI component of the session one day, consequently earning a small total number of reinforcers (i.e., 200). The next day, the VI component would continue only until the subject had obtained a small number of reinforcers. Continuing, Bird 1 would need obtain only 150 reinforcers to terminate the VI component of the session. With the VI component completed, the subject consumed many reinforcers during the FR1 component of that
session (i.e., 2,000). Again the next day, in order to terminate the VI component of the session, the subject would have had to obtain 1,500 reinforcers. Rather than complete the VI component, however, the subject would again obtain only a small number of reinforcers (i.e., 200). In this way the cycling continued.

This phenomena continued for 16 sessions until the experimenter intervened. The subject was placed on an FR1 schedule for five consecutive 11.5 hr daily sessions. This stabilized consumption and weight. Thereafter, throughout the remainder of Condition 3, a maximum number of reinforcers that was required to complete the VI component of each session was imposed. This maximum was calculated by determining the mean number of reinforcers the subject earned for each of the VI schedules employed during the closed-economy (Condition 1) of the present experiment. The exact maximum for each schedule is presented in Table 4.

Table 4

Maximum Reinforcers Obtainable by

Bird 1 for Each VI Schedule

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>VI10s</th>
<th>VI30s</th>
<th>VI50s</th>
<th>VI70s</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No. of Reinforcers Obtainable</td>
<td>600</td>
<td>581</td>
<td>525</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Consequently, the number of reinforcers Bird 1 was required to obtain during the VI component of each session during this condition was stable. This manipulation terminated the subject's cycling. All results presented for Bird 1 in this condition exclude the data from the sessions during which the subject cycled.

However, the manipulation to terminate the cycling on the number of reinforcers obtained by Bird 1 produced results that may invalidate the use of the data to determine the effects of the condition on the relation between responding and overall rate of reinforcement in this intermediate open-economy. The number of reinforcers obtained during the VI component of each session was manipulated by the experimenter, independent of the total number of reinforcers obtained during the entire session. Thus, this total was free to vary from session to session without effecting the number of reinforcers that had to be obtained to terminate the VI component of the session.

The effects of this manipulation are illustrated in Figure 6, 25% Substitute. With the number of reinforcers to be obtained by the subject during the VI component of the session held constant at each schedule, the total number of reinforcers during each session by Bird 1 varied remarkably from session to session. However, this total remained somewhat stable across the condition. This is in contrast with the results obtained in the other conditions of this experiment with this subject, in which the within-schedule number of reinforcers obtained remained stable and a greater variance was observed between-schedules.

The proportion of total daily reinforcement constituted by that obtained during the VI component of the sessions varied considerably in
this condition. At higher reinforcement densities (i.e., VI10 s and
VI30 s), the number of reinforcers obtained by responding according to
the VI schedule represented approximately 50% of total daily
consumption. At lower reinforcement densities (i.e., VI50 s and
VI70 s), total reinforcers obtained during the VI component of the
sessions represented as little as 25% of the total obtained during the
session. Again, this is in sharp contrast with the results obtained
from the other conditions of this experiment with this subject.

Bird 2

Condition 1: Closed-economy. When presented with this
closed-economy condition in which 100% of total daily reinforcement was
obtained by responding according to VI schedules of reinforcement, this
subject's response rate was inversely related to overall rate of
reinforcement. Figure 7 reveals that as the overall rate of
reinforcement decreased as a function of increases in the mean interval
between reinforcements, the rate of responding increased in the
closed-economy condition. This increase is observable across all four
VI schedules presented: VI10 s, VI30 s, VI50 s, and VI70 s. The
increasing relation between the schedule presented and response rate is
negatively accelerated.

When the increasing response rate in the presence of the
increasing VI schedules is examined in relation to the number of
reinforcers obtained, it is clear that as the VI schedule increased, the
total number of reinforcers decreased. These results are depicted in
Figure 8.
Figure 7. Response rate of Bird 2 in varied economies. The data from the last five sessions per schedule are shown. The introduction sequence of the schedules is denoted by the letter following the schedule (i.e., 20-"A").
Reinforcers obtained by Bird 2 in varied economies. Data presented are from the last five sessions of each VI schedule presented. The total number of reinforcers obtained during the 11.5 hr session is presented together with the pre- and post-session weight (grams) of the subject. The introduction sequence of the schedules is denoted by the letter following the schedule (i.e., 20-"A").
Through the VI10 s and VI30 s schedules, Bird 2 obtained a relatively stable, high number of reinforcers across sessions. However, at the schedules that produced lower reinforcement densities (i.e., VI50 s and VI70 s), the overall number of reinforcers obtained decreased. Comparing the closed-economy data presented in Figure 7 with that presented in Figure 8 shows that despite increases in response rate in the presence of increasing challenge, the negative acceleration of the response-rate increases across schedules produced fewer total reinforcers per session. That is, the decrease in total number of reinforcers obtained as the VI schedule increased from VI10 s to VI70 s was positively decelerated. These results were obtained by presenting the four VI schedules in this sequence: VI50 s, VI10 s, VI30 s, and VI70 s.

Figure 8 also shows that Bird 2's weight remained stable throughout this closed-economy condition. Despite the decrease in the total number of reinforcers obtained at the higher VI schedules, the subject's mean weight was little affected. Only at VI50 s did the subject's weight decrease; however, this decrease was less than 10% of the mean weight of the subject across the experiment. Furthermore, the mean weight of the subject was recuperated on the VI70 s schedule, when the total number of reinforcers obtained was lowest. However, smaller differences between pre- and post-session weights are observable at higher VI schedules.

**Condition 2: Open-economy (75% substitute food).** In this open-economy condition, where 25% of total daily food consumption was accomplished by responding according to VI schedules of reinforcement,
and the remainder was supplied from an alternate food source according to an FRI schedule, Bird 2's response rate was generally directly related to overall rate of reinforcement. These results are presented in Figure 7.

With the exception of the response rate on the VI10 s schedule, as the reinforcement density decreased, so did the subject's response rate: a direct relation. In fact, at the lowest rate of reinforcement, on the VI70 s schedule, the response rate was approximately 50% of that on the VI30 s schedule.

The lowest response rate obtained was produced by the subject's responding on the VI10 s schedule. This is in contrast with Bird 2's responding on the other schedules. However, the response rate on VI10 s in this condition is the same as that on the VI10 s schedule in the closed-economy condition: approximately 20 responses per reinforcer (see Figure 7).

Figure 8 illustrates the effects of this condition on the total number of reinforcers obtained by Bird 2 and its weight. In this condition, the subject's weight remains stable throughout, and there is little pre- and post-session weight variance between and across schedules. Despite fluctuations in the total number of reinforcers obtained between schedules, variability within schedules is small.

With relatively small differences in the total number of reinforcers obtained across sessions and schedules, there are even smaller between-session and between-schedule differences in the number of reinforcers obtained during the VI components of the sessions. This is due to the fact that the number of reinforcers that had to be
obtained in order to terminate the VI component of the sessions was linked directly to the total number of reinforcers obtained during prior sessions. Small between-session differences in total daily-obtained reinforcers produced even smaller between-session differences in obtained reinforcers during the VI component of the sessions.

**Condition 3: Open-economy (25% substitute food).** In this intermediate open-economy, the subject obtained 75% of its daily reinforcement by responding according to various VI schedules of reinforcement. The balance of the daily consumption was supplied as substitute from an alternate source, for responses on an FR1 schedule. In general, Bird 2's response rate in this condition was directly related to overall rate of reinforcement. This relation is depicted in Figure 7.

As the overall rate of reinforcement decreased as a function of increases in mean schedule interval, the response rate generally decreased in a direct relation. Only at the VI10 s schedule were the results of this condition inconsistent. However, this finding is consistent with the results obtained in Conditions 1 and 2 of this experiment as regards response rate on the VI10 s schedule with this subject. That is, there is little difference in mean response rate on this schedule across conditions.

The decrease in response rate across the VI30 s, VI50 s, and the VI70 s schedules is less pronounced than that observed in Condition 2 with this subject. Also, the subject maintained slightly higher response rates on these three schedules in the present condition than in Condition 2, the extreme open-economy.
The relatively small between-schedule differences in response rate were accompanied by similar differences in the between-schedule total number of reinforcers obtained. However, the within-schedule total number of reinforcers obtained was stable, with only a slight exception on the VI70 s schedule. These data are presented in Figure 8.

Despite the differences in the total reinforcers obtained across schedules, Bird 2's weight remained stable throughout the condition. When presented with the VI70 s schedule, there is a smaller discrepancy between pre- and post-session weights than that observed at the other three schedules presented.

It is important to note that when this condition was initiated, Bird 2 cycled in much the same way as Bird 1 in this same condition. However, this cycling continued for only the first five sessions of the condition and then terminated without any intervention or manipulation by the experimenter.

Bird 3

Condition 1: Closed-economy. In this condition, Bird 3 was exposed to four VI schedules of reinforcement in the following sequence: VI40 s, VI60 s, VI20 s, and VI80 s. The rate of responding by Bird 3 in this closed-economy was neither in direct, nor inverse, relation to overall rate of reinforcement. As illustrated in Figure 9, there was some inconsistency in session-to-session response rates within-schedules in the closed-economy condition, giving an appearance of disorder in responding. However, across the entire condition, response rate remained considerably stable. The mean response rate for the condition
Figure 9. Response rate of Bird 3 in a closed-economy. The data from the last five sessions per schedule are shown. The introduction sequence of the schedules is denoted by the letter following the schedule (i.e., 20-"A").
was 30 responses per min. The mean response rate for the four schedules, VI20 s, VI40 s, VI60 s, and VI80 s, were 33.2, 32.2, 26.4, and 29.4, respectively. As the mean VI length increased from 10 s to 80 s, the differences within schedule, but across sessions, decreased. The range in response rate on the VI20 s schedule was 35, 16 on the VI40 s, 15 on the VI60 s, and 10 on the VI80 s.

Notwithstanding the semblance in responding throughout the condition, the total number of reinforcers obtained decelerated as the reinforcement density decreased. This effect is illustrated in Figure 10. The subject maintained a relatively high rate of reinforcement on the lower VI schedules. However, at the highest VI schedule, VI80 s, obtained reinforcers represented approximately 50% of that obtained on the VI20 s.

Although obtained reinforcers decreased dramatically across the condition, Bird 3 maintained a stable weight. Though weight remained stable, the subject's pre- and post-session weight discrepancies faded as the daily obtained reinforcers decreased. Anecdotal records suggest that Bird 3 maintained lower activity levels between sessions, and that there was less excrement in both the experimental and home chambers while exposed to higher VI schedules. For example, Bird 3 was frequently observed to fly in the home chamber during the daily cage maintenance period. Given the size of the home cage, it was possible for the subjects to flap their wings without constraint. In the case of all subjects, they frequently flapped continuously for several seconds. In the case of Birds 1 and 3 however, they were occasionally observed to lift off the floor of the home cage and hover for a few seconds. At
Figure 10. Reinforcers obtained by Bird 3 in varied economies. Data presented are from the last five sessions of each VI schedule presented. The total number of reinforcers obtained during the 11.5 hr session is presented together with the pre- and post-session weight (grams) of the subject. The introduction sequence of the schedules is denoted by the letter following the schedule (i.e., 20-"A").
higher VI schedules where total daily reinforcers decreased, such flapping and hovering were not observed. Thus, it appears Bird 3 could have been conserving its weight by reducing energy output as reinforcement density decreased in this closed-economy.

**Condition 2: Open-economy (75% substitute food).** In this condition, Bird 3 obtained 25% of its total daily reinforcement by responding according to four VI schedules. The remainder of the food consumed during the 11.5 hr session was supplied by responding, according to an FR1 schedule, on an alternate key. The schedules and sequence of presentation were the same as those presented in Condition 1.

The results acquired from this condition are representative of a direct relation between rate of responding and overall rate of reinforcement, as illustrated in Figure 9. With the exception of responding on the VI20 s schedule, as the overall rate of reinforcement decreased, so did the response rate. This observation is consistent through the VI40 s, VI60 s, and VI80 s. The response rate obtained on the VI20 s is discrepant with that of the other schedules. However the rate obtained on this schedule of this condition approximates that obtained on the same schedule in Condition 1 with this subject.

The effects of the response rates on the reinforcement obtained during this condition are displayed in Figure 10. Within-schedule obtained reinforcers are relatively stable. However, across schedules there is an increase in obtained reinforcers as the VI schedule increases. Despite the differences in obtained reinforcers from schedule to schedule, little effect is exerted on the number of
reinforcers obtained during the VI components of the sessions, both within- and between-schedules. Thus, the increases in the number of reinforcers required to shift from the VI components of the sessions to the FR1 components is small. The result is that the number of reinforcers obtained during the VI components of the sessions is fairly stable at all schedules presented during the condition.

It is clear that the general upward trend in the total number of reinforcers obtained accompanying increases in VI schedules, is associated with a small, but observable upward trend in the subject's weight. Furthermore, as in Condition 1, pre- and post-session weight differences are negligible at the higher VI schedules, and larger as the VI schedule decreases to VI20 s.

**Condition 3: Open-economy (25% substitute food).** This intermediate economic condition, in which the subject acquired the majority (i.e., 75%) of its daily food by responding according to VI schedules of reinforcement, before obtaining substitute food by responding on an FR1 schedule, produced a direct relation between response rate and overall rate of reinforcement. That is, as reinforcement density decreased, the response rate also decreased. As is observed in Figure 9, there is a decrease in the rate of responding as the VI schedule increases. In this condition, Bird 3 was presented with the same VI schedules and in the same sequence as in Conditions 1 and 2 of this experiment.

Response rate on the VI20 s schedule during this condition was again equivalent with that obtained on this schedule in the other conditions of this experiment with Bird 3. The decrease in response
rate as the VI schedule increased was positively decelerating, as the
differences in response rate between schedules were smallest at the
lower VI schedules, and increasingly large as the VI schedules
increased.

The relation between response rate and the resulting obtained
reinforcement is presented in Figure 10. Just as the response rate
decreased on those schedules which produced the lower reinforcement
densities, so did obtained reinforcers in this condition. At the lowest
reinforcement density (i.e., on the VI80 s schedule), the total number
of obtained reinforcers was approximately 55% of the total obtained at
the highest reinforcement density (i.e., on the VI20 s schedule).

The decrease in obtained reinforcers is observable in both the VI
and FR1 components of the sessions across schedules. This is unlike the
results obtained in Condition 2 of this experiment with this subject, in
which the number of obtained reinforcers remained fairly stable in the
VI component of the sessions across schedules. In the present
condition, this was due to the widely discrepant total number of
obtained reinforcer between-schedules. It is conspicuous that the total
number of reinforcers obtained decreased in those sessions in which the
reinforcement density was lowest. In these sessions, as in all
open-economy sessions throughout the experiment, once the VI component
requirement was completed, no limit was imposed on the number of
reinforcers that the subject could have obtained during the FR1
component. Thus, there was no apparent reason for the decrease in the
total number of reinforcers obtained throughout the session when the
reinforcement density decreased during the VI component of the session.
Even though the total number of reinforcers obtained decreased at low reinforcement densities, Bird 3's weight was not commensurately compromised. In fact, the subject's pre-session weight remained stable throughout the condition. As in Condition 2 of this experiment with Bird 3, the noticeable difference, as regards its weight, is between pre- and post-session weights. Here, again, at lower VI schedules there is a greater discrepancy between pre- and post-session weights than at higher VI schedules, where the discrepancy is negligible.

Bird 4

Condition 1: Closed-economy. When presented with this closed-economic condition, which required that all food consumed be obtained by responding according to various VI schedules of reinforcement, Bird 4's responding became inversely related to the overall rate of reinforcement. That is, response rate increased as the overall rate of reinforcement decreased. This relation is observable through the VI40 s, VI60 s, and VI80 s schedules. The schedules were introduced in the following sequence during this condition: VI20 s, VI60 s, VI40 s, VI80 s. Response rate on the VI20 s schedule, was slightly higher than that obtained on the VI40 s schedule. These data are presented in Figure 11.

The inverse relation between response rate and overall rate of reinforcement is reflected in the positively accelerating trend in response rate as the mean schedule interval increases.

The relation between response rate and obtained reinforcers is illustrated in Figure 12. Across the VI20 s and VI40 s schedules the
Figure 11. Response rate of Bird 4 in varied economies. The data from the last five sessions per schedule are shown. The introduction sequence of the schedules is denoted by the letter following the schedule (i.e., 20-"A").
Figure 12. Reinforcers obtained by Bird 4 in varied economies. Data presented are from the last five sessions of each VI schedule presented. The total number of reinforcers obtained during the 11.5 hr session is presented together with the pre- and post-session weight (grams) of the subject. The introduction sequence of the schedules is denoted by the letter following the schedule (i.e., 20-"A").
obtained reinforcers are maintained, despite the increased challenge of the VI40 s schedule. On the VI60 s schedule, though, a decrease in obtained reinforcers is observed that continued to decrease on the VI80 s schedule. It is also notable that within-schedule obtained reinforcers varied more on the two lower schedules than on the higher two schedules.

Bird 4's weight remained stable throughout the condition. A marked pre- and post-session weight is observable at all schedule values, most notably on the VI40 s schedule. Thus, despite the increasing schedule challenge and consequent decrease in obtained reinforcement, this subject maintained its weight during the term and range of this condition.

Condition 2: Open-economy (75% substitute food). During this condition, the subject obtained 25% of its daily food by responding according to VI schedules of reinforcement. The subject obtained the balance of food from an alternate source, by responding according to an FR1 schedule. This condition represented the extreme open-economy of this experiment. Bird 4's response rate varied in a direct relation to the overall rate of reinforcement in this condition, as evidenced in Figure 11. As the overall rate of reinforcement decreased with increases in the VI schedule, response rate also decreased. This decrease is observable, even though within-schedule response rates vary from day to day.

The response rate of this subject on the two lowest schedules introduced (i.e., VI20 s and VI40 s), was roughly equivalent to those obtained on these schedules in Condition 1 of this experiment with this subject. Yet, at the higher VI values the response rates obtained in this condition are markedly lower than those obtained on the same schedules in Condition 1; thus the difference in the relation between response rate
and overall rate of reinforcement becomes most clear as the reinforcement density is reduced (i.e., as the mean inter-reinforcement-interval increases). Related to this finding is the observation that the decrease in response rate between schedules in this condition is not as dramatic as the increase in response rate between schedules in Condition 1.

With a decrease in response rate as reinforcement density decreased, obtained reinforcement was more stable within schedules, as observed in Figure 12. On the VI20 s schedule of reinforcement there are notable between-session variations in the total number of obtained reinforcers (i.e., 50% decrease in obtained reinforcers from session 3 to session 4). These daily fluctuations decreased as the mean interval of the schedule increased, until at VI80 s between-session differences vary less than 5%. This decrease in the variability in total obtained reinforcers is, of course, accompanied by decreasing variability in the obtained reinforcers during the VI component of the sessions.

The across-schedule generally stable total obtained reinforcers is accompanied by stable weights, both pre- and post-session, across all phases of the condition. The weight maintained by Bird 4 during this condition was roughly 10% higher than that maintained during the closed-economy condition, Condition 1.

Condition 3: Open-economy (25% substitute food). In this open-economy condition, 75% of the subject's daily food was obtained during the VI component of the session, and the remaining food was obtained from the alternate source according to a FR1 schedule. In this way, this condition represented the intermediate economic condition.
between open and closed. The effects of this condition are presented in Figure 11.

In this condition, Bird 4's response rate was generally inversely related to overall rate of reinforcement. This relation is particularly apparent through the VI40 s, VI60 s, and VI80 s schedules. At the lowest VI schedule (i.e., VI20 2), the response rate is approximately equal to that obtained on the VI40 s schedule in this condition. Also, this response rate is comparable to those on this schedule in both Conditions 1 and 2 of this experiment.

Obtained reinforcers and weight of the subject in this condition are displayed in Figure 12. Notwithstanding the increase in response rate as reinforcement density decreased, total obtained reinforcers accompanied this decrease. The decline in obtained reinforcers is partially recuperated on the VI80 s schedule. There are greater daily differences in the total reinforcers obtained on the higher VI schedules, than on the lower.

This subject's weight remained stable across sessions. However, a slight decrease in weight occurred at the lower reinforcement densities. The weight loss is first observed on the VI60 s schedule. This lower weight is also evidenced on the VI80 s schedule. The decrease in weight coincided with a decrease in the difference between pre- and post- session weights, which had remained stable at higher reinforcement densities.
CHAPTER VI
DISCUSSION

The results of the present research are consistent with the reported distinction in the effects of open- and closed-economic conditions in traditional operant research. The results of Experiment I demonstrated that the feeding efficiency of the subjects was effected by schedule conditions. This necessitated the use of a new methodology that would accurately control the magnitude of reinforcement. Experiment II served as a replication and extension of Experiment I, and demonstrated that in a closed-economy, the relation between response rate and overall rate of reinforcement is direct, while the relation is inverse in an open-economy. Finally, a methodology for future examinations of economic conditions and the control they exert over behavior is suggested.

Experiment I

An examination of the data obtained from the three conditions presented during this experiment showed that the total number of responses made by the subjects across conditions varied in no clear or systematic way. Within conditions, there was also a general lack of systematic change in the data of individual subjects.

In the closed-economy condition, two of the four subjects showed no systematic changes from schedule to schedule. The other two subjects produced increasing total numbers of responses as the reinforcement density decreased. However, these increases in total number of
responses were not accompanied by orderly changes in the number of reinforcers obtained.

Furthermore, all of the subjects obtained fewer reinforcers on the higher VI schedules than on the lower schedules, though the reduction in number of obtained reinforcers did not vary systematically with changes in reinforcement schedule. Despite the changes in number of reinforcers obtained from schedule to schedule, the subjects generally maintained stable weights throughout the condition. The small weight differences observed did not necessarily correspond to changes in obtained reinforcers. In fact, with all subjects there were several instances of decreases in obtained reinforcers accompanied by increases in weight within a single schedule. Instances in which obtained reinforcers increased and weight decreased within a schedule were also identified.

Similar results were obtained in the open-economy condition of the experiment, in which the subjects obtained a percentage of their total daily reinforcers by responding according to VI schedules of reinforcement, and the remainder from a substitute source by responding according to an FR1 schedule. Monitoring the consumption of food showed little relation between decreased reinforcement density, obtained reinforcers, and food consumption. That is, despite obtained-reinforcer decreases, as reinforcement density decreased, overall consumption of food remained the same in this condition.

The results of this experiment suggest, among other things, that as reinforcement density decreased the subjects increased the amount of food consumed at each hopper lift. Thus, at low VI schedules, which
produced high reinforcement densities (i.e., on VI10 s, an average of six reinforcements per min can be obtained), the subjects ate fewer pieces of chow each time a response produced reinforcement. Conversely, at low reinforcement densities, such as those produced by higher VI schedules (i.e., on VI80 s, reinforcement is available on the average only once every 1.33 min), the subject increased its feeding efficiency, consuming more pieces of chow per reinforcement. By improving efficiency, the subjects conserved the overall amount of food consumed regardless of the specific reinforcement density, and consequently were able to regulate their weights. Unfortunately, the efficiency of eating does not appear to have varied consistently in this simple way. Rather, as the length of the hopper lift was held constant throughout the experiment, magnitude of reinforcement could have varied as a function of reinforcement density imposed by the schedule in effect, together with the subject's rate of responding, individual differences between subjects (i.e., speed of travel to the hopper and speed of consumption), or level of deprivation as a function of session time. Furthermore, these variables may have interacted. As they were not controlled, there is no way to judge at this time which combination of variables may have been responsible for the results.

Anecdotal information obtained by actually observing subjects in the chamber corroborates the possibility that reinforcement magnitude was not controlled during the experiment. It was observed that at lower VI schedules, head transit time to the hopper from the response key was slower, the subjects ate more slowly, and on several occasions, subjects were observed to discard pieces of chow by dropping them through the
grid floor of the chamber and then return to the hopper to resume eating. That is to say, they did not eat all they could have. At higher schedules, however, the subjects appeared to move more quickly to the hopper, eat more rapidly and were never observed to discard food.

Although no similar research has been conducted in which magnitude of reinforcement has been controlled, several experiments have demonstrated that response rates on FI schedules of reinforcement vary directly with magnitude of reinforcement (Guttman, 1953; Hutt, 1954; Stebbins, Mead, & Martin, 1959). Rate of responding on FR1 has also been shown to vary directly with magnitude of reinforcement (Guttman, 1953). Epstein (1985) demonstrated that, although the amount of grain pigeons consume is assumed to be some orderly function of the duration of the hopper cycle, the actual amount of grain consumed is a function of both the magazine cycle and the type of hopper employed. Epstein showed that Lehigh Valley Electronics feeders, the type of feeder employed in the present experiment, provided continuous access to grain throughout the hopper cycle. Thus, during the 4.4 s cycles employed here, it is likely that there was no constraint on feeding imposed by the design of the feeders.

Combined, these results confound the utilization of the data in an examination of the relation between responding and economic condition. The differences in responding that may be produced by the differences in economic condition requires that magnitude of reinforcement be rigorously controlled. In fact, it may be that lack of control over
magnitude of reinforcement in other research, due to the same or similar circumstances, has effected results without being detected.

**Experiment II**

In this experiment, magnitude of reinforcement was stringently controlled by using pellet feeders that delivered a single 45 mg pellet when reinforcement was signalled. This modification allowed precise control over the amount of reinforcers obtained during each delivery, and negated magnitude of reinforcement as an independent variable for the purposes of the experiment. Thus, the results obtained can be confidently attributed to manipulations of the schedules of reinforcement and economic conditions presented.

The principal objectives of the experiment were to determine whether in a closed-economy the relation between responding and the overall rate of reinforcement was inverse, while the relation in an open-economy was direct. Additionally, the possibility that open- and closed-economies represented two parametric extremes along a continuum was examined. It has previously been reported that responding in a closed-economy is disparate from that in an open-economy (Hursh 1978, 1980, 1984, 1986). Hursh has reported that in closed-economies, the rate of responding increases as the overall rate of reinforcement decreases. This is in direct disagreement with commonly held tenets regarding responding in open-economies, which hold that the rate of responding decreases as overall rate of reinforcement decreases (see Catania, 1963, and Catania & Reynolds, 1968). Thus the question of whether the economic condition effects responding will continue in the
literature until the reported differences in responding can be accounted for.

It is commonly held that the effects of different types of schedules of reinforcement are systematic and orderly in individual organisms, and that these effects are replicable within and across species (Zeiler, 1977). Sidman (1960) has suggested that one way to evaluate the adequacy of experimental control is to see if the behavior typical of specific schedules is reproduced. Such judgments and commonly held tenets may be restricted to responding in specific economic conditions. If economic condition exerts control over responding, it will be necessary to broaden understanding of this control and the way it is manifested in responding.

The current experiment sought to provide information that would assist in clarifying the role, if any, of economic condition on responding. This was accomplished by manipulating density of reinforcement through the use of various VI schedules of reinforcement, and through the manipulation of economic conditions.

Figure 13 is a representation of the relation between response rate and reinforcement density on VI schedules of reinforcement. The data points, although approximate, are based on results of experiments reported in the literature on responding under VI schedules of reinforcement (e.g., Catania, 1963; Catania & Reynolds, 1968; Hursh, 1978, 1980). This depiction shows that as reinforcement density decreases from an average of 3 per min to 1 per min, response rate increases dramatically in a closed-economy. Given the same decrease in overall rate of reinforcement, in an open-economy it produces quite
different results. High reinforcement density produces high response rates, while low reinforcement density produces low responses rates; a direct relation.

Figure 13. Representation of the relation between response rate, in responses per min, and reinforcement density, in reinforcers per min, in a closed- and an open-economy. Data points for the closed-economy were derived from Hursh (1978, 1980). Open-economy data points were derived from Catania and Reynolds (1968).
Table 5 shows that the results of the present experiment are generally consistent with these previous findings. In the case of the closed-economy, in which the subjects obtained 100% of their total daily food by responding according to the VI schedules presented, an inverse relation was obtained between response rate and overall rate of reinforcement with three of the four subjects. Only the results obtained with Bird 3 were inconsistent with those of the other subjects.

Table 5

Results of Experiment II as regards the Relation Between Response Rate and Reinforcement Density in Different Economic Conditions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Economic Condition</th>
<th>Closed</th>
<th>Intermediate</th>
<th>Open</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Relation between Response Rate and Reinforcement Density:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inverse</td>
<td>Bird 1</td>
<td>Bird 4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Bird 2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Bird 4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Direct</td>
<td></td>
<td>Bird 2</td>
<td>Bird 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Bird 3</td>
<td>Bird 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Bird 3</td>
<td>Bird 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Bird 4</td>
<td>Bird 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Equivocal</td>
<td>Bird 3</td>
<td></td>
<td>Bird 1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As regards the relation between rate of responding and overall rate of reinforcement in an open-economy, in which the subjects obtained
25% of their total daily reinforcers by responding according to VI schedules and the remainder from an alternate source of food, a direct relation was obtained with all four subjects. Thus, as reinforcement decreased as a function of increases in the mean interval between reinforcements, the rate of responding of all subjects decreased.

When presented with an intermediate open-economy, one in which the subjects were required to obtain 75% of their total daily reinforcers by responding according to presented VI schedules, the results were inconsistent. The results obtained with Bird 4 were consistent with an inverse relation between response rate and overall rate of reinforcement, while those obtained with Birds 2 and 3 were consistent with a direct relation between these two variables. Finally, the results obtained with Bird 1 were inconsistent with either a direct or an inverse relation between overall rate of reinforcement and response rate in this intermediate open-economy. Such findings are what might be expected if this condition is a transition position between two extreme points on a continuum.

Conclusions

Open- and Closed-Economies

The results of the present research program generally confirm that economic condition does have a controlling effect on responding in operant research. When exposed to a closed-economy in which there is no source of substitute food, the subjects generally increase their rate of responding in the face of the increasing challenge of decreasing reinforcement density. When an alternate source of food is available,
as in the case of the extreme open-economy condition of this experiment, response rate consistently decreased as reinforcement density decreased. However, the exact nature of the control exerted by the economic condition remains somewhat unclear. Individual differences among the subjects were noted regarding the effects of the closed-economy and the intermediate open-economy on responding. Furthermore, the lowest VI schedules employed generated lower response rates than those generated by the higher VI schedules, regardless of economic condition.

In order to clarify these results, it will be necessary to discuss them within existing conceptual frameworks on responding in open- and closed-economies. However, before this, it is important to try to account for inconsistencies that have been obtained in the current data. To accomplish both of these objectives, the current results must be viewed in light of those obtained in other related experiments. Unfortunately, due to the fact that there has been little operant research conducted in closed-economic conditions, and that there are methodological differences between the open-economy conditions of the present experiment and other open-economy operant investigations, it is difficult to draw direct comparisons. In typical operant research, subjects are food-deprived to 80% of their free-feeding weights, sessions are relatively short, and make-up, or substitute food, is provided in the home cage at minimal cost. These are all significant departures from the current research methodology.

Responding on VI Schedules

The results obtained from the lowest VI schedules of reinforcement
presented to each subject in the present research (i.e., VI10 s and VI20 s) show consistent rates of responding within subjects, across economic conditions. Consequently, the rates of responding obtained on these schedules frequently conflicted with those obtained on the other schedules presented, regardless of the economic condition in effect.

This seeming lack of sensitivity of responding on these VI schedules to economic condition may be accounted for by the following. First, it is important to note that, in general, the subjects in this research responded at rates that are lower, across schedules and conditions, than those reported in other VI schedule research. In their open-economy VI experiments with pigeons, Catania (1963), and Catania and Reynolds (1968), reported response rates of approximately 67 responses per min on a VI20 s schedule, decreasing to approximately 58 responses per min on a VI60 s schedule. In the present research, response rates varied from a low of 9 responses per min (Bird 4 on a VI80 s in an open-economy with 75% substitute food) to a high of 65 responses per min (Bird 2 on a VI70 s in a closed-economy). Lower response rates than those reported in other open-economy experiments were common in the present research. Higher rates, comparable to those reported by Catania (1963), and Catania and Reynolds (1968), were the exception.

It is likely that the higher rates reported in the open-economy literature are due to the fact that the subjects were being maintained at weights that are significantly below their free-feeding weights. This conclusion is supported by the results of Zeigler et al. (1971), in
which they demonstrate that the frequency of feeding responses increases as a function of loss of body weight. Furthermore, in two closed-economy studies conducted by Hursh (1978, 1980), response rates were comparable to those obtained here. That is, on a VI20 s schedule, Hursh's subjects' response rate was 8.33 responses per min and, while on a VI60 s schedule an average of approximately 75 responses per min were made. Of course, it is important to point out that Hursh's subjects were monkeys. There are likely species differences that interact which affect this comparison. The evidence suggests that by not artificially reducing the subjects' weight, the research methodology produced lower response rates.

When the between-subject and between-condition response rates obtained on low VI schedules are considered, in light of the generally low response rates obtained throughout the experiment, it is conceivable the subjects may not have been responding in accordance with an interval schedule. Rather, the low rate-short interval interaction seems to have effectively produced responding according to a low fixed-ratio schedule of reinforcement. Such responding is characterized by a pause after reinforcement and a uniform response rate from onset of responding to subsequent reinforcement (Ferster & Skinner, 1957).

This effect explains the consistency of the response rates within subjects across conditions. Regardless of the economic condition to which the subject was exposed, the same response distribution on these low VI schedules produced the same distribution of reinforcement. Therefore, responding would be (and was) insensitive to economic condition. It appears that the use of low VI schedules of
reinforcement is contraindicated in a test of the control exerted by economic condition over responding when the subject's weight is not reduced.

Responding, Obtained Reinforcement and Weight in Closed-Economies

The results obtained from Bird 3 in Condition 1: Closed-economy, were anomalous when compared with that obtained with the three other subjects. With these other subjects, results were obtained that were consistent with an inverse relation between response rate and reinforcement density. However, with Bird 3, no differences were obtained in rate of responding as reinforcement density was changed. This appears to be related to the interaction of responding and weight of the subjects.

It is apparent, in the results from all of the subjects, to varying degrees, that as reinforcement density decreased, their pre- and post-session weight differences also decreased. Thus, it appears that at higher reinforcement densities, the subjects tended to consume a greater number of reinforcers than were necessary to maintain a stable, free-feeding weight. Zeigler (1976) has reported that adult pigeons given unrestricted access to food and water characteristically maintain relatively stable body weights (+/- 10%) in the face of significant variations in their daily food intake. This is the case with the subjects in the present study, particularly during the open-economy conditions, and at the higher reinforcement densities to which they were exposed in the closed-economy condition.

When the subjects were exposed to the increased challenge of lower
reinforcement densities in the closed-economy, responding increased, but consumption declined. The decline in obtained reinforcers first resulted in smaller pre- to post-session weight differences, while pre-session weights themselves remained stable. This is also observable in the data of all four subjects. However, the decreases in obtained reinforcers on the higher VI schedules also effected the pre-session weights of the subjects, which declined for Birds 1, 2 and 4. These subjects increased their response rates in the presence of the decline in obtained reinforcement and weight.

Bird 3, on the other hand, maintained a stable weight throughout the condition, despite decreases in obtained reinforcers. While the excesses in consumption that were apparent at higher reinforcement densities disappeared at the lower reinforcement densities, the actual pre-session weight of this subject was maintained at all reinforcement densities in this closed-economy. It appears this subject compensated for decreases in obtained reinforcers in ways other than increasing response rate, as did the other subjects. It is conceivable this subject decreased its activity level in and out of the chamber and otherwise conserved its weight. Had the subject been further challenged, such that obtained reinforcers continued to decline, or had been maintained at a low level over a longer period, it is possible that weight and response rate would have eventually been effected.

The role of water consumption on both pre- and post-session weights should not be overlooked. It is conceivable, though unlikely, that the weights of the subjects in the present research were effected by increased water consumption when food availability was decreased.
This is improbable because water consumption of pigeons decreases as food consumption decreases. It cannot be ruled out, however, because water consumption was not carefully measured during the research.

This interaction of response rate, obtained reinforcers, and weight might also account for the dramatic increases in response rates in the closed-economy condition when compared with the relatively small decreases in response rate when reinforcement density decreases in open-economy conditions. In the closed-economy, total-obtained reinforcers and weight appear to be a function of response rate and calorie conservation, whereas in open-economies, total-obtained reinforcers and weight are a combined function of response-dependent and response-independent obtained reinforcers, calorie conservation, and manipulation of the experimenter. Response rate is linked only to obtained reinforcers during the experimental session in typical operant experiments and the VI component of the sessions of the present research.

It appears that, in research on the effects of economic conditions on responding, it is important to monitor the interactions between responding, obtained reinforcers, and weight. This is an area that requires additional experimental inquiry.

Closed- and Open-Economies: A Continuum Between Parametric Extremes?

It had been proposed that open- and closed-economies represent a continuum between two parametric extremes, rather than two opposing alternatives. It was argued that if this was the case, then by increasing the amount of daily food provided as a substitute commodity,
the response-to-reinforcement relation would gradually shift from a closed-economy type (inverse) to an open-economy type (direct). To test this possibility, an intermediate open-economy was introduced, in which the subjects obtained 75% of daily consumption by responding during the VI component of the session, after which food was available throughout the remainder of the session from an alternate source.

The results provide evidence that such a shift in the relation between response rate and overall rate of reinforcement occurred with two of the subjects, Birds 2 and 3. However, the opposite relation was obtained with Bird 4. The results obtained with Bird 1 during the intermediate open-economy, were compromised by cycling, and will therefore be treated later. Further, the results previously discussed regarding Bird 3 in the closed-economy, makes the analysis difficult with this subject, because an inverse relation between responding and reinforcement was not clearly obtained.

The continuum effect, or transition area, is most clear in the results obtained with Bird 2. That is, in the intermediate open-economy condition, there is a direct relation between response rate and overall rate of reinforcement that has been identified as typical of responding in an open-economy. Additionally, the direct relation appears to be modulated by the degree of the open-ness of the economy. That is, the decreases in responding that accompany decreases in reinforcement density are smaller in the intermediate open-economy condition than they are in the open-economy condition with this subject. Hence, it appears that as the economic condition more closely approximates a closed-economy (i.e., less food is available as a substitute),
responding is more like that obtained in the closed-economy, yet it retains characteristics of that obtained in an open-economy. Most likely this can be attributed to the requirement that the majority of total daily reinforcers be obtained during the work session. This intermediate open-economy closely approximates the open-economies employed in typical operant experiments, as is the less dramatic decrease in response rate when challenged by decreased reinforcement densities.

This direct relation between response rate and overall rate of reinforcement is also observed in the results obtained with Bird 3, in both open-economy conditions. Drawing conclusions from the results obtained with Bird 3 regarding a continuum between open- and closed-economies is mitigated by the subject's responding in the closed-economy, which was previously discussed.

Bird 4 produced results inconsistent with those obtained with Birds 2 and 3. This subject's rate of responding was in inverse relation to reinforcement density in the intermediate open-economy, which has been identified as being characteristic of the relation obtained in a closed-economy. The increase in response rate as reinforcement density decreased is not as dramatic in the intermediate open-economy as in the closed-economy, but is apparent nonetheless.

Although the results of the present research are somewhat inconclusive on this issue, they do suggest that open- and closed-economies lie along a continuum. It appears that the specific manifestations of this continuum at intermediate stages may vary from subject to subject, and that response rate does not vary in a singularly
simple relation to the amount of substitute food provided. Further research on this issue is warranted to determine the variables and their interaction that account for the shift in relation, from direct in an open-economy, to inverse in a closed-economy, between response rate and overall rate of reinforcement. The percentage of reinforcers delivered in the open-economy conditions of the research, 25 and 75, are discrete. In future research, intermediate percentages will have to be employed to further clarify the continuum issue.

The Integration of Delayed Contingencies into Current Responding

The results of this research are in support of a distinction in the relation between responding and overall rate of responding that is dependent on economic condition. It is argued that in a closed-economy, the organism must obtain its total allotment of a commodity, such as food in the present case, by responding according to scheduled contingencies. Either the requirements of the contingencies of reinforcement are satisfied, or the commodity is not delivered. There are no alternative sources of the commodity available. In such an arrangement, the relation of responding to overall rate of reinforcement is maintained to be inverse: As overall rate of reinforcement decreases, response rate increases. By responding in an inverse relation to reinforcement density, the organism can maintain a sufficient number of reinforcers, within limits. These limits are determined by the reinforcement density itself and the organism's ability to respond to it. If the density of reinforcement is limited beyond the subject's ability to respond to it, reinforcement and
responding will cease. At densities below this point, the subject will continue to increase its responding in response to the challenge of decreasing density.

In the case of the open-economy, there are alternative sources of the commodity. The commodity may be supplied from the different sources according to the same, or similar contingencies. A familiar case is the concurrent schedule methodology frequently employed to study choice behavior (Herrnstein, 1961). Here, the same commodity, typically food, water, or electrical brain stimulation, is concurrently available from two or more sources for responding, according to different schedules of reinforcement.

In an open-economy arrangement, responding is effected by the availability of a commodity from various sources. In concurrent schedule research, for example, it has been repeatedly found that responding for reinforcement from any one of the various available sources of reinforcement roughly matches the availability of reinforcement from that source (Herrnstein, 1961; de Villiers, 1977).

Hursh (1980, 1984, 1986) argues that the typical operant experimental arrangement represents an open-economy. In this arrangement, there are at least two alternative sources of food: the experimental chamber, according to various experimenter controlled schedules, and the home-cage, on a response-independent basis. Hursh contends that responding maintained by food reinforcers in the experimental chamber is effected by the food that is provided, albeit often delayed by 15 min or more, in the home-cage on a response independent basis.
Unquestionably, in order for Hursh's contention to be upheld, it is imperative that experimental subjects are able to integrate delayed contingencies into their current responding. Timberlake and Peden (1987) point out that the distinction between open- and closed-economies based on commodity-substitution effects in the open-economy, assumes the subject in the open-economy anticipates access to the substitute low-cost food that will be provided in the home-cage. In this way, the basic mechanisms underlying responding are judged to be different in the two types of economies.

In the open-economy, responding is assumed to be based on incentive effects. Because there is no relation between responding in the session and total food obtained, the more frequent and larger each reinforcer, the greater the responding, and subsequently the greater the number of reinforcers obtained. As magnitude and/or frequency of reinforcement declines, however, the subject increasingly postpones its intake, thereby reducing its responding, until the session ends and the less costly, substitute food becomes available. Demand for food is thus elastic during the experimental session.

In the closed-economy, responding is assumed to be based on regulatory effects. Because total daily consumption is a direct result of responding during the experimental session, the more frequent and/or larger the reinforcers, the less responding is required for survival. Conversely, as reinforcers become smaller and/or less frequently, the greater will be responding.

Timberlake and Peden (1987) disagree that the mechanisms underlying responding would be different in situations that vary only by
economic condition, and maintain that organisms are unable to integrate contingencies that are delayed by more than a few minutes. Timberlake, Gavley and Lucas (1987) demonstrated with rats that food available more than 16 min in the future (after termination of the session) did not suppress current (within session) responding. They, therefore, ruled out substitution effects from postsession feeding, suggesting that such food would have to be provided immediately after the session, and suggested that the differences obtained in open- and closed-economy experiments were more likely due to variables other than substitution, such as reward magnitude and density, and motivation level.

The present research controlled for reward magnitude through the use of constant 45 mg food pellets as reinforcers throughout. Reward density was controlled by the schedules of reinforcement employed. Finally, by not artificially manipulating the subjects' weight, motivation was controlled. That is, all variations in weight (motivation) during the study were due to subject-schedule interactions. To account for day-to-day fluctuations in weight, and, consequently, motivation which occur with pigeons (Zeigler, 1976), percentages of food to be obtained during the VI components of the open-economy sessions were based on the previous day's total reinforcers obtained.

Given these controls, it appears that the direct relation between responding and overall rate of reinforcers obtained in the present research in the open-economy conditions, can be attributed to the presentation of delayed, low-cost substitute food. This is clear, based on the 8 min COD that was imposed between the termination of the
VI component and the onset of the FR1, or substitute food, component. This delay is apparently brief, falling within the relatively small time window that Timberlake and Peden (1987) suggest can be integrated into responding by rats. Other evidence from the present research suggests, however, that the subjects incorporated contingencies delayed by many hours.

Responding during the FR1 component of the open-economy conditions of Experiment II was not constrained in any way other than by the total length of the session. From the onset of the component, reinforcement was available until the total session length of 11.5 hours had passed, at which time the session terminated and the subject was returned to the home-cage, where no substitute food was provided. The results obtained in the open-economy conditions indicate that responding during the FR1 component of the sessions, and consequently the amount of substitute food consumed, was effected by the consequences this responding would have on the VI component of the following session, in a type of feed-forward mechanism. This effect is most apparent when the results obtained with Bird 1 in the intermediate open-economy condition are compared with those obtained with this subject in the other conditions of the experiment.

In the results of Condition 1, the closed-economy condition, it was apparent that as reinforcement density decreased, responding increased at all but the highest VI schedule (i.e., VI70 s), which was previously accounted for. Also, at the low reinforcement densities, the subject's weight decreased. In Condition 2, the extreme open-economy condition of the experiment in which 75% of total daily reinforcement
was provided as substitute food, low reinforcement density was accompanied by low rates of responding. High reinforcement densities were accompanied by high response rates, with the exception of the VI10 s schedule which has been discussed.

It is in Condition 2, the extreme open-economy, that the integration of delayed contingencies is particularly noted. As in Condition 1, when reinforcement density decreased, the subject's weight is compromised. This is noted in both the pre-session weights and the difference between the pre- and post-session weights. In Condition 1, this decrease is due to the unavailability of substitute food. However, in Condition 2, substitute food is available without restriction of the total consumed, during the FR1 component of the sessions. Despite this availability, total-obtained reinforcers decreased as reinforcement density decreased during the VI component of the sessions. That is, consumption during the FR1 component of the sessions is decreased in those sessions where reinforcement density is lowest during the VI component of the sessions, even at the expense of weight. This effect is explained by the results of Condition 3, the intermediate open-economy.

It will be recalled that during Condition 3, the obtained reinforcers during the VI component of the sessions was held constant at each schedule, rather than manipulated based on the total-obtained reinforcers during the previous session. This successfully terminated the subject's consummatory day-to-day cycling. Thus, in this condition, with this subject, when total daily-obtained reinforcers had no effect on the number of reinforcers that had to be obtained during
the following VI session, the subject maintained a reasonably stable intake of food across schedules, such that weight remained stable throughout the condition. This was so even at the lowest reinforcement densities during the VI component of the sessions. In fact, the subject's stable weight during this condition was the heaviest constant weight of the subject during the experiment.

These results suggest that when the number of reinforcers to be obtained during the VI component of a session is dependent on the number of reinforcers obtained during the previous session, and this then is combined with low reinforcement densities during the VI components of the session, the subject limited total daily intake. In this way, the number of reinforcements required to complete the VI component of the sessions was kept low. This supports the argument that Bird 1 integrated contingencies from one session to the next on the order of 24 hrs.

A similar effect is observed in the results obtained with the remaining subjects. For example, it has been conspicuously noted that the total number of reinforcers obtained by Bird 3 in the intermediate open-economy condition of Experiment II decreased in those sessions where the reinforcement density was lowest, despite the continued availability of food during the FR1 component of the sessions. Of course, in the case of Birds 2, 3 and 4, obtained reinforcers during the VI component were contingent on the previous day's total-obtained reinforcers, across all open-economy conditions. In Condition 3, the intermediate open-economy, when high total-obtained reinforcers had a dramatic effect on the total number of reinforcements necessary to
terminate the VI component of the subsequent session, total-obtained-reinforcements declined considerably as reinforcement density decreased. This occurred despite time being available to obtain a higher total number of reinforcements. Further, as this decrease occurred, pre- and post-session weight difference generally decreased.

In additional support of the extreme open-economy, Condition 2, when total-obtained reinforcers had only a small effect on the following session's VI component requirement, the total reinforcers obtained increased considerably as reinforcement density in the VI component of the sessions decreased.

Thus, support is provided to conclude that these subjects, given the present methodology, integrated contingencies across long time periods, longer than has previously been reported (cf. Timberlake and Peden, 1987).

Conclusions and Recommendations for Future Research

The results of the present research program contribute to the growing evidence that economic conditions do have a controlling effect on the relation between responding and overall rate of reinforcement. It appears that this effect in either economy type is due to the integration of delayed contingencies into present responding, and that the subjects of this research integrated contingencies over longer periods than has previously been reported. Furthermore, the results of this research suggest that rather than the performance in a closed-economy being the result of regulatory effects, while that in an
open-economy is the result of incentive effects, both regulatory and incentive effects are present in both economic conditions. The exact control of these effects and their interactions are not clear, however, and should be further examined.

From the results of this research, it also appears that, rather than representing two parametric extremes, open- and closed-economies represent positions along a continuum. Yet the precise way in which the variables produce the continuum have not been identified. Although the amount of substitute food provided appears to play an important role, the results of this research indicate there are other variables that likely interact with the amount of substitute food. These additional factors must be identified through further investigation.

The results of this research indicate that response rates are, in general, lower when subjects are not food deprived to some arbitrary weight. When these lower response rates are maintained by VI schedules with relatively short mean inter-reinforcement-intervals (IRIs), (i.e., 10 s or 20 s), the subjects tend to respond as though on low fixed-ratio schedules. Therefore, research into closed- and open-economy responding should employ interval schedules with greater IRIs. The results of the closed-economy condition in the present research suggest the subjects were not sufficiently challenged to test the limitations of the inverse relation between response rate and overall rate of reinforcement. If VI schedules greater than VI70 s and VI80 s had been employed, this relation may have disintegrated. Further experimentation will
assist in determining the constraints, if any, on the inverse relation between responding and reinforcement in closed-economies.

It is also clear that greater care need be taken with laboratory methods to ensure that results obtained can be unquestionably attributed to experimenter manipulations. Common wisdom regarding instrumentation and methods must be periodically reviewed in light of the technological advances being made that permit better control of the experimental environment. Such review will strengthen both experimental practices, and skill in predicting and controlling the behavior of organisms. As Broca (cited in Strauss, 1968) said, "The least questioned assumptions are often the most questionable" (p. 232).

Above all, the present research indicates that it is now necessary to reconsider the issue of delayed contingencies and to conduct the experimental analyses that will allow researchers to better incorporate their effects into the science of behavior. Careful consideration of current micro-economic theory may provide valuable information to guide the development of the related research program.
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